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introduction: “we make our future”

In her famous autobiography, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, Maya 
Angelou writes that “There is no greater agony than bearing an untold 
story inside you.” We all have meaningful stories to tell, and the fall 2014 
issue of the SpeakOut journal contains words and stories that shape who 
we are through hope, love, strength, and courage. It contains stories of 
compassion and reveals the uniqueness of our stories and our struggles. 
“Words,” Angelou goes on to write, “mean more than what is set down 
on paper. It takes the human voice to infuse them with shades of deeper 
meaning.” The pages in front of you are overflowing with human voices 
that invite you to listen, to learn, and to understand. It is our stories, we’ve 
discovered, that work to unite and shape our perceptions of self.

The writings represent twelve weeks of work from writers at five different 
workshops; together they allow readers to glimpse into the lives of 
people who struggle and love and hope just like we all do. This fall we 
have explored color and words, poetry, haikus, collaborative pieces, and 
journalistic styles of writing. We have experimented with timed writings 
and pushed ourselves through and beyond our writing comfort zones.  
We’ve written three minute fiction, six word memoirs, and song lyrics. 
We’ve written our names in Tolkien elvish language and found motivation 
in William S. Burroughs and Sandra Cisneros. We’ve applauded, raised 
eyebrows, shared tears, and called for more stories, more rhymes, more 
moments of truth.

The primary philosophy of the SpeakOut! Writing Workshop is that every 
person has a story to tell; each has words that are valuable and necessary.  
We encourage each writer to tell his/her own story and represent personal 
experiences on paper. Along with the courage it takes to make writing 
public, comes the important role of audience, and these writers are brave 
both in their writing and in their active listening and support for each 
other.  And once writings begin to circulate beyond our workshop tables, 
we envision readers from all parts of the globe joining our desire to shape 
ourselves again and again into deeper shades of meaning through writing.
This journal is dedicated to writers past and present at the Larimer County 
Detention Center and Turning Point. Each bravely joins the women and 
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men across our globe who struggle against oppression, poverty, abuse, and 
gender discrimination by creating and publishing their stories, poems, 
essays, and artwork. This is a collection of their work, voices that reach 
into the future and remind us that there are untold ways to work for 
change and a better world.

Want to Contribute to the SpeakOut! Writing Program?
Please visit our website for more information:
http://csuclc.wordpress.com/donate/

attention speakout! writers

You may continue to submit and publish your 
work through the SpeakOut! 2.0 website:
https://speakoutclc.wordpress.com
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brandee sue n. 

my scottie

my beautiful boy
I miss you so much.  

your non invited burdens. It’s hard for me to bear it
how quickly our roles reversed

I the child, you the parent.
most grateful I am to you. So solid 

your integrity to thine own self be true.
your heart is much more grander than

the cross you had to bear. I walked around
blinded, my wreckage now so awake.
No man can fill your shoes, nor stand

where you have stood. Your barbarian heart
your pride, honor – all of you is good.
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when i close my eyes at night

When I close my eyes at night
I go to the one place just yards 
away from me, yet miles out of reach.

the place within this protective
shield. A source prohibiting me to enter,
heavily guarded by the army for
which the walls employ. A faint glimpse 
on passing I pray, or sealed within an
envelope, contains my heart.

thru artwork he courts me. Romance
shared thru tender personal words. He
sweeps me off my feet. the only way
to conquer the bullet proof enclosure,
keeping our bodies from connecting.

As I close my eyes, and as lights
out in effect, I go the one place I
find the security, the only one whom
saves me from the unknown horrors that haunt
my dreams. The peace of mind only he can 
give, the only one who dries the tears, streaming
from my little girl heart.

I go to him, I go to “the one” the
“only one” in whom I find all I need, all I want
my every heart’s desire, my Lover, my Provider,
my Protector, my friend, my husband.

I go to cell SA-16

brandee sue n. 
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the absence of you

Body without a soul, a mind with no way to grow.
My mind needs to be stimulated by you.
My body craves your heat.
Oh, how I love your fire.
To have your body pressed against mine,
it’s my most lustful desire.
My lips are dry and chapped.
I need your heart-shaped lips to replenish me.
My tongue hungers for the taste of you.
My eyes, blinded, you’re out of sight.
Fingertips cold, tracing, I’m trying to feel you.
My arms hang low, abandoned, 
no “you” to extend them to.
My feet are chilled, toss and turn 
under this thin sheet, seeking their mates.
My ears wait in silence, deaf, 
no sound of your voice.
My legs limp, cramped,
no “you” to wrap them around.
My nose odorless, without your hypnotizing scent
that permeates my body, my soul!
My soul lies motionless from neglect.
My brain is thoughtless, dreamless
in the absence of you.

brandee sue n. 
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I only want you to see my favorite part of me 
and not my ugly side.
When my demon crept out, stormed my pride,
it came to me with a northern degree 
that dove deep inside of me,
blinding me, impossible to see.
I’m only now recovering. I haven’t been the same.
So certain that the story of my life wouldn’t change.
Stumbling, rinsing out soap in my eyes
from salty lathered tears in such dismay.
I’ll NEVER be the same.
No winners, defeated in my game of shame,
Standing proud, I rise from it all.
A fresh start, out of darkness, I rise to seek
I bend on both knees, sorrow swept away
like petals in the breeze. LORD
I’m leaving my past in the past.
Time to lace up a new pair of shoe strings
My past in the past, yet still burns and stings.
I only want you to see my favorite part of me.
Bidding farewell to my ugly side, 
difficult to breathe, hard to flee.
But with you and strength from our LORD
I’ll rise proud, raising hands of victory
taking “my WILL and my life,”
holding back tears, Lord help me see the world.
Through the Baby Blue eyes of mine 
one more chance and supportive try,
through committed faith in you
I’ll never die.

ugly side

brandee sue n. 
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brandee sue n. 

ode to my kelli girl

So unselfish, patient, loyal and true
Next to any female, you, my #1, you’re my Kelli Girl
We had dangerous, crazy fun doing all those things we used to do
All night gel pen parties, not to romance
nor forget the quartz like Sharpies
Trying not to piss off the toommate, quiet up the stair if it’s late
Flat irons always on. Who’s got the torch? Scottie?
Crack in the bong.
Bring all your gourmet cheese. I’ll add the Reese’s Pieces.
Saying f*** around,
all day long,
and Jeeezzzuss!
Late night bar and storage missions.
Meet you halfway,
   Smith,
     let’s go fishing
Scraping up my pennies for a 4-Loco, you covering the balance
Stashed in a bush, you always made it so! So many detours
Going out of your way for me. Hiking with a heartache, you
spotted a perfect pinecone under a tree. You climbed to
retrieve it for me. Showering me with prizes and gifts
Your attention to detail delicately chosen for my emotional lift.
You never force your opinions on me
instead offer your eyes for me to see.
Fog has started lifting
abuse coming clear to me
My heart as his tool I’m slowly drifting
through heartbreaking trial & error. 
Not sure how I looked in that dope mirror.
Painful lessons learned
The amount of loss “f*** around”  those crazy times
     have come at such a cost.
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The sacrifices made, arguments you’d take, you stood by us.
Patiently waiting as we spun around the room still debating.
You and your family graciously took us in with open arms
open heart and open minds. 
Continual downgrade, acceptance 
of sin.
Like spotted amanbole, keep walking,
fallin in
incomprehensible
 demoralization
  my bottom
 my abyss
On my knees
 crying
  crawling in the darkness
Begging
Pleading
Arms bumpy and bleeding
Somebody somewhere can’t you see what I’m needing?
Dizzy, sweating, dehydrating life’s done
kicked my a** flat on my back
door kicked in 
Hands Up
  Oh sh*t
Tears from the children. Don’t shoot the pit
Nowhere to run. No place to hide.
Submit.  Surrender.  Have some pride.
Cement wall
Steal pillow
Looking like a carrot
Shoulder’s hanging like a willow
Sentenced judged felon for good
Working on denial, my acceptance understood.
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Better arrived, she’s keeping it real
Can’t wait to get to halfway with my Kelli Girl.
Only thing I can offer you is my amends
Slowly, painful each step. I’m climbing to the end.
Face to face truth
is pain
no denying my part of the blame.
I love you
  I’m sorry
    I’m working on my shame.
Side by side on our journey of new life.
Soul rebirth
Following our path until we leave this earth.
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butler, windle, groghan, & shafer

How the f*** did you get those creases
Neat folds like the outside of an amazing Reese’s
 no pieces

I’ve tried rolling it
wetting it
and f***in forgetting it
I’ve tried folding it
scolding it
not doing what I’m tolding it
I’ve tried smashing it 
 thrashing it
 now I’m thinking about trashing it

I see Butler’s shirt and I’m simply inspired by it

Watch carefully now
 Fold it and fold it
 Reach inside and grab hold of it

AHA she did it we all cry
the other things were not solutions
 only lies

Now put it in the laundry bag sealed with zip ties
Here now, why don’t you give it some tries

origami shirt thang
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Last time I saw your face, you were mad…
Last time we talked, we were fighting…
Never did I imagine it would be the last…
I’m sorry you were mad,
I’m sorry we were fighting,
I’m sorry the last time I saw you 
was Goodbye.

Rest in Peace
In Loving Memory
Tino “Shadow” Martinez

colorado caydie

r.i.p.
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sissy paychek
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sissy paychek
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For a little while I’ll be gone
Not to worry it won’t be long
You’re not to blame
Because it was you from where I came
I made stupid decisions on my own
Thank you for reassuring me I’m not alone
You keep me strong
Before you know it, I’ll be back where I belong
I <3 you, Mom!

j.boo

chongies
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smoke

I know my heart has lied before
but now it speaks honesty
of an invisible bond of friendship
that was formed in secrecy
coming from me this may seem hard
but on everything I swear it’s the truth
we are friends for eternity
and forever I’ll always love you

j.boo
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It was a cold Halloween
night when I…
watched every trick-or-treater go by…
Light turned off…
not in the mood
no candy bought
how can  you be so rude?
You told me I could
I told her I would
we made plans
you held it in your hands
and then you dumped it…
my word… you trumped it
So I sit alone…
clutching the phone…
and a shot I won’t lie…
later that night I 
stole a car and got high
that was my only choice…
what a lie…
I am trying to forgive
but I’ll remember til I die.
Not since you were two…
has it been me and you
you were the cutest cow…
this year? I won’t
know now..
Maybe next year
ya hear?
No tears…

halloween

jlynngro
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After I was dead…
I came back for you…
I wondered if you’d understand…
you didn’t but you knew
You knew it was me
but you didn’t know why…
you were far away when
I suddenly died.
You think the reason I
came back for you
was because I’m an
angel… maybe that’s true
saw potential locked
inside of pain
I saw brilliance wasted
in vain…
I carried you while you 
carried me…
We all knew it…
we three…
that’s why I always
called you back.
We wanted you on
the right track
you struggled and fought
called in and lied
we all knew the truth
but it was all we 
could do to hide 
because we didn’t know

what to do…
but we cared for you
More than you know…
I’m not letting you go
sooner than you may think
I’ll buy you that drink
in Heaven’s bar
under the stars
we’ll watch that Broncos game
Neither of us in pain

for charles

jlynngro
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We hustle and bustle
To and fro
Getting’ those golden ducks
Right in a row.
At such a maddening pace
We row
We don’t even notice
The web we sow.
Frazzled and frustrated
We run about
In our madness 
We scream and shout.
Letting potatoes 
Just fall right out
And lay in wait for our toe.
Then the obstacles begin
They stir up turmoil from within.
They open up the gates of sin.
And unaware… we invite it in.
Once it’s in 
The taste is bad
We try and remember 
What we had
That must have caused this pain.
We blame it on the neighbor’s feet
Or that cake 
That was much too sweet…
Or that gravy much too thick
We ponder, plot and devise
All kinds of dangers in disguise.
Until at last we realize
When on a rotten skin we slip.
Once we’re on our a**

jlynngro

pick up the potatoes
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Flat on the ground
We start to notice
All around
Little piles of festering goo.
All at once we realize
The thing that brought on our demise
Wasn’t many but few
A few oversights, just small overlooks
While we were speedily chasing crooks
That weren’t crooks at all
Those little spuds all
About that fell out of the bag
While we ran about 
And got lost in the cracks.
Those little spuds which
We bought to make
A delicious meal
Complete with cake
That got lost from the little hole.
The little hole
We overlooked because
We were busy reading
A flashy look
On our fellow shoppers face
Distracted by an angry thought
We didn’t realize we just bought
A defective product
“Well, sure,” we say, “there’s always tape,”
To fix that hole that sits agape
Because of the grocers haste
But we have no tape
So instead try paste
Which makes a mess and is just a waste
Cause pasty taters aren’t good to share
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Distractions, distractions
All around
Some up high, 
Some on the ground
We try to watch them 
All at once
While we watch we ponder
Bigger thing
Like short skirts and navel rings.
Those dirty wanton distractions
Too bad we’re so sick
From our potato paste
We have to take some action!
But instead we go back
To the store
And pick us up a few more
Enemies of traction
To fry in a pan
Or throw hand to hand
Before they get the upper hand
Or get deserted and land
Somewhere they can’t be found
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I don’t want this spaghetti
I want the da*n cake
I don’t care if my a** shakes
Give me a chance to eat this
Shove it in my face
Get out of my way… I clean!
I will spray you with the spray
Get out of my way
Get up and go to your room.
Now I sit in this great class
On my wiggly a**
The spaghetti just came back!

stole my love, then flew away

jlynngro

sunrise bars

Your light flickers as I sway
 side to side
Your light shines brighter
 than the sunrise
Perfect shades of orange and blue
 compete in the darkness all around you
My perspective changes as I sway
but you stay constant as the day
Surrounded by false mountains
 merely trees
as I sit in awe with bent knees
the colors change as the time passes by
from dark blue to dawn
morning’s sweet lullaby
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jlynngro

I am not as tall as I’d like to be
I am unique,
compassionate
I am me

I have long hair & a bright smile
I am eccentric,
complicated
willing to go the extra mile

I sometimes feel I look like a child
but I’m powerful,
I’m perfect
Sometimes I get a little wild

Some think I have a nice form
I am immaculate,
empowering
I am the norm

Some people think I rule the world
I am her mother,
I’m emotional 
She’s my little girl

for ariana jolynn
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Wiggle wiggle it’s time to awake
I wish this lady would give me a 
break…
Stop whining and hit the floor
I guess these slippers help with 
chores
up the stairs we go again
into the shower jump in
splish splash & scrubby dub
Sh*t! We slipped in the tub.
Okay, she’s back up
…ooops…
pay attention…
She’s a little too rattled
I wonder if we should mention…
ouch! a lego…what the h*ll?
This day isn’t beginning well…
Into those awful, crampy things
while we scream in terror, she 
sings.
Push those pedals to the floor
now we walk a little more.
Now we’re here, there’s no going 
back
I wonder if one day we’ll crack.
A least it’s the butt’s turn
for the next eight hours
tomorrow we’ll take her
out in the shower
Then at least we’ll find some 
rest…
doing what we do best
nice and comfy, staying at home
snuggled up in deerfoams

jlynngro

untitled
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You are mine, you are fine,
I beat you up, wear you out,
cut you down, run you around
You are nice to some, mean to
others, you have similarities
to sister & brother. I love
it when you don’t creak or
crack. I love it when you
don’t show every snack.
I hate it when you get
hurt, I don’t guard you
too well cause I’m a jerk.
Someone once grew inside you,
a life…
Something once stabbed you,
a knife…
I once cut you for relief…
Sometimes I give you joy, sometimes grief.

jlynngro

untitled
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devin s. 

untitled

The freshness of Christ cannot be rivaled many, many moons ago was a 
powerful boy born on a planet far away from Earth. To this day he is my 
inspiration; my spirit cannot be broken or at all touched. Jesus is my savior 
and I an unstoppable in every essence of the word. I am not limited to my 
mind or the childish repetitive thinking of human nature, I am a colossal 
force I cannot explain it in words. If you tried to understand you must 
understand love, understand your only limits are those you give yourself. 
We shall not fall at the hands of the wicked strength, and happiness is 
yours you just have to stop searching for it and realize it’s already in front 
of you the world and the universes over are as of one and fire yours and 
mines for the taking it doesn’t matter of your thoughts if they are negative I 
live N.I.N.E. P.I.M.P negativity is none existent and positivity is my power. 
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My rider, my Love, my man, how could this be god’s plan
I stare at the ceiling wanting
it to cave in, evaporate this feeling.
Why must I hurt in love or maybe this pain
was just Lust.
I thought you loved me, craved me like you
craved the drug.
I try I try to ease my pain but this high
is not enough.
I try I try to lease all my Love but the devil
had us laced with the drug.
I forgive you for all the damage you’ve done.
I couldn’t stay away.
But now I just kneel and pray that one day our love will
never fade away.
I know our lost direction caused a 
toxic, volatile Love addiction.
Our avoidance of our arrest was such a stress.
This habit is Life or Death.
Romeo and Juliet
never, ever think I will love  you any less.
But I have to put this devil to rest
I adore your magnetic presence
but I need to get right and sober
before my life is all over.
I do not want to believe our love was just a drug,
but the more I write and write the more
I try and try, pull and pull
the Real you back to our sober love
the more I realize all the lies and
ties to the drug.
The more I understand, and accept
that our love was all Drug Love.

foxxyjayy

drug love
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The fact of the matter is I didn’t want it, or yes I did. Your whole loved 
devotion to your wife, recently dead. I really do care that your future one 
day will behold your love meant to be, will come true. Not only did I wrap it 
up in a bag, hidden under my bed, so I could be reminded what a dreadful 
life you must have to actually write your plan and conquered murder on 
a front page newspaper article. Her heart was all yours, why didn’t you go 
through with the divorce or maybe the marriage was just forced. What 
a dumb cruel man to throw this out your window, not knowing that a 
stranger would get curious, one like her sister, me. Fate has brought me to 
you, now I’ve got work to do.

foxxyjayy

stranger, sister

No matter any differences between you and I, the fact of the matter is I 
could fly.
I failed a million times, but I never let the blazing wind discourage me even 
with the chimes. I had these beautiful vibrant colors purple, orange, and 
yellow that all blend so well; more eye-catching to the child’s heart than to 
the adult. I had a torn tattered wing, flew sideways, and a caterpillar heart 
that beat like a lion’s chest. Even in the dark, I never fell apart. I never let 
my flaws or obstacles be my way out, even with a single tear, a crying pout 
I always seen clear for my way out. I was judged, laughed at, belittled by 
the roaring lion but from my butterfly view I could do what no lion could 
not do. I could fly, fly high, fly sideways, fly free like all my big-hearted lion 
dreams. I never doubted my well-being by any means.
As for now, as for today I keep flying, flying home, flying free, forgetting all 
the hateful negative things until that day I can finally rest my torn tattered 
butterfly wings.

torn tattered butterfly wings
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I am beautiful
I am a powerful woman
Tall glass of water
I am a lover, also a fighter
My mind is now blank
I feel anxious, confused, emotional
I am now lost, scared, in jail
A hurricane disaster
I am lonely
I surrender my God
I am on my knees praying hard
I am happier than I was, walking the streets
up all night, cold ice felt in my veins
trying to find a safe places to sleep.
I am drugged by my own worst enemy
standing in the mirror my deviled left shoulder.
How did I allow myself to get this low?
Three years ago
scholarships overflowed
talent was an understatement
I was a blessing
Living my dreams
That day my life changed forever
I will never forget the pain
prescription drug feign
I am heartbroken.
I don’t know who I am.
Rumor was I quit, never that
I am depressed, crying a river
Drugs and men
became my replacement
Party and bullsh*t
My true love, basketball,

foxxyjayy

untitled
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all I knew, my passion, my first addiction.
I am now weak
I am an addict, miserable.
How do I move on, get back up, forgive myself?
This battle with my addiction
will never end
constant personal fight.
Is it all my fault?
Why do I feel guilty?
I want to love myself again.
I just want to be understood.

You’ll always be my baby,
even though I haven’t wrote you lately,
I still think about you daily,
faithfully, emotionally, unconditionally.
My heart feels pain but no distance
is great enough to keep me away.

You’ll always be my baby.
I promise my love for you is Real,
not going to lie, it’s just how I feel.
Day one we said no strings attached,
but now I see we’re the perfect match,
even two years later you still give me
Butterflies.
the ones I can’t seem to catch.

You’ll always be my baby;
hopefully never not a maybe.

catch
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juicy jae

after i was dead

No tears were wasted from you. How could you be so cruel?
I loved you forever, I liked you always
Even though you isolated me, made me feel lonelier than an empty 
hallway.
You killed me four times before: buried, hanging, banging, drowning
I guess the fifth time was the charm. Don’t worry you’ll get yours
I’ll see you in h*ll; I’ll be the one holding the door.

I awoke with a fright
alone and cold.
A funeral in a cemetery the priest stands alone
My eyes fill with tears in which I can’t fight
No one showed up such a sorry sight.
I take a step closer and what do I see?
The grave where I stand belongs to me.
The darkness pulls me in before I could scream,
alone and cold I awake from this dream.

alone and cold
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Tucked so deep inside myself because I fear to see.
Can’t you see all I ever wanted was for someone to love me.
Love, the emotion most taken for granted by so many,
and the emotion most sought, by far.
I am frozen.
All alone, I hide.
I see the little girl in the mirror looking right through me.
Our eyes meet.
We understand.
So I spend my life making sure that nobody else can.
I thirst for love, I crave the touch
that will ease my soul.

juicy jae

tucked

frozen

Frozen, I stand alone.
Scared, I run from love and 
blind
my eyes and heart to my 
feelings,
the ones that feed my fear
the ones with deeper meaning.
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juicy jae

untitled

Listen closely and you will hear…
the tales the walls still tell.

Once I held happiness within my four walls,
once I held people who loved one another
held one another and cried together.
I’ve seen the ages pass by in their faces.
Once I was never alone, today my walls
stand alone crumbling and decaying.
The years, tears, and memories are all to keep
me company.
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my beating heart

A day in the life of my heart is so complicated.
My heart beats fast then it beats slow.
It hears the cry of a man named Jesse, but beats for my husband Devin.
It loves Jesus more than its own life.

And it beats cold when it thinks of the hate in people’s lives.

It beats hard & strong for my boys Jonathan & Mykeall.
It beats light & hearty when it comes to my grandbabies.
It has a sad beat when it beats for my son Tobias.

It’s old now and
it’s always beat for everyone else and
I wonder when it beats for me.

I am scared. I’m getting closer to going home and it frightens me more 
and more every day. I don’t know that I am going to know how to live in 
society without the use of drugs, it’s like I’m going to be a newborn, just 
one that can walk and talk. Who’s going to teach me? Who can I talk to? 
Oh! I know who… Jesus.

i am scared

justus serenity reign d.
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I am young, 
 I am old, 
  I am girl
   I am woman, 
    I am mom, 
   I am Grandma, 
  I am love
 I am respect, 
I am patient,
 I am godly, 
  I am loveable,
   I am peace, 
  I am pretty,
 I am beauty, 
I am wife,
 I am girlfriend, 
  I am lover,
   I am friend, 
  I am kind,
 I am happy.
It doesn’t matter what I am because
 I am me and I am.

i am 

justus serenity reign d.
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My name, Justus, comes from this Bible verse:
Jesus <the one we call Justus> also sends his greetings. These are the only 
Jewish believers among Paul’s co-workers; they are working with Paul for 
the Kingdom of God. And what a comfort they have been! Colossians 
4:11. This was written by Paul in AD 60 in a letter to the Church at 
Colasse. Jesus was a commonly used name in those days in that part of the 
country. So men named Jesus chose other names to go by, so they were 
not being called by the name of Our Lord Jesus Christ.
Serenity comes from the English word meaning serene, tranquility, 
ultimately from Latin “serenus” meaning clear, calm, unruffled, unclouded 
and fair. Serenity also represents what I have in this life, now that I am 
clean and cleaning up the wreckage I have left behind while using drugs.
Reign comes from the Latin language and it means “Superior above all,” 
and I am superior above all in the lives of my son’s Mykeall & Jonathan 
and in all seven of my grandbaby’s lives.
Dickson belongs to my husband, Devin, and he is the man I have given 
my life to, heart, mind, body and soul.
Now everyone knows the history of my name and what it means to me, 
and why I chose it. And I am Justus Serenity Reign D.!

justus serenity reign d.

my name
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when i close my eyes

justus serenity reign d.

When I close my eyes at night I meet with God. I get to tell him all about 
my day, what my fears are and just how scared I am. I share with him what 
my days are like and the things I have learned throughout the day while 
reading His Word. I get to give God all my problems, and the people I 
have no control over. I get to ask Him to do His Will in my life. God then 
plays His Word to me through my dreams so I will always know that He is 
always with me and that He loves me no matter what.
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justus serenity reign d.
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justus serenity reign d.
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laura d. 

my name

Makes me feel like all kinds of flavors.
Brings the cowgirl in me out, the Hawaiian,

Chances… You name it.
I feel it when I say

I’m Laura D.

Yeah I’m a little bit
Country and a little bit 

Rock and Roll
Laura D... With all

Kinds of flavor. I like
That name. It’s me and all

My special flavors.
Lets me be all kinds of 

Crazy… and brings happiness
In my life

I’m Laura D.
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I am
A child of God
I am beautiful
I am Loved.
I am precious, special, unique…
Full of my special aura…

I am Loved.
I am kind, respectful, consider other, appreciated by others
I am accepted. Above all
I am Loved.

Thank you God for what
I am today, tomorrow
And for always and forever.
I am Laura, and
I’ve been blessed with a special aura.
Because I can truly appreciate 
My self worth and other people’s as well.

I am Laura Aura
Today, tomorrow, and forever.

laura d. 

i am
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I woke up today
just not okay
even the air looked
so cold & gray
I shut my eyes
even squeezed them tight
willing for that dream I had last night
for a full minute I held you near
and for a full minute I cried
Then I woke up to a single tear
dropping from my eye
I dream for the day I’ll be okay
cuz I wake up to you
It won’t be just another day
It will be my dream come true

lil bit

my dream come true
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Thank you for always bringing this amazing class to our jail. Writing is 
my everything and seems to save my life on a consistent basis. So thank 
you. Truly.
 This class, out of all of them I’ve been a part of, seems to be by far 
the most talented. I absolutely loved it and very much enjoyed it.

 Sincerely,
  Lil Bit

dear speakout,

lil bit
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Ties reunited
unspoken but true
bonds running deeper
than they ever knew
eye contact connecting
two familiar souls
life-long never-ending true friends
a friendship that only grows.
The years may separate
whether many or few
but our bond stays unbroken
and our friendship stays true:
since childhood until now
that makes something strong
I’ll never bring you harm
or do my girl wrong
I love you, girl
your soul knows mine
which means I got you, Tonya
way past the end of time.

lil bit

unspoken bond
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I hurt for you
I cry for you
I’d kill for you
I’d die for you
I’d lie for you
Justify by you
Deny for you
Do time for you
Because…
I love you
I need you
I long for you
Stay strong for you
Want to please you
Tease you
Get on my knees for you
And look what you do…
You deny me
Lie to me
Don’t 
stand beside me
trust me
need me
Die for me
Try for me
Be strong for me
So you won…
No more fun
Now I’m done
Get a gun
The End
To a friend
Can’t pretend
bend
mend
lend
You win!

lil bit

you win!
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mechell flores

God, why do all these fakes pretend to be my friend, then go stab me in my 
back? These m-f***az better know that I’m comin’ through their town with 
your message 4 sure, I’m doin’ it proud but not boastful – I’ve searched for 
years for my soul but I did not reckon that the Devil had me locked in his 
chainz, but God, you helped me escape from these broken spirited people 
from these broken spirited people with evil intentions now because of you 
I’m gracefully livin’ – How can I go wrong for still too I’m imperfect in 
sinnin’ – but thank you for settin’ me free deep down in my heart within – 
I have a chance at life so I grabbed my armor, battled the evil one and took 
your big hand all the way 2 the promised land – Drugs had a hold on me 
‘n maybe they still do, that’s why I sit in this cold brick cell, cuz you for my 
life have a wonderful plan – what couldn’t I understand, all I had 2 do was 
believe, so I tell you now that I do – can ya people relate 2 me?
Pain, anguish and deception and deceiving thoughts attacking me, and 
God takes his evil whacka** and casts him out. Oh, how Jesus is great, I’m 
thankful for my faith, I’m saved by God’s grace – An apocalypse is exactly 
what you can call it, it’s the end years as you’re gonna know it,
Islands sinkin’
Jerusalem havin’ stars
The temple fallin’ and bein’ rebuilt
Bombs tickin’ away
Buildings and places floodin’ every day
Like those aren’t signs? Listen to what I say – I made now my castle tall, 
you placed me within your walls, you made me free. I’m the woman I’m 
meant to be, so to you I salute -- My father there’s no other, I refuse 2 lose 
to despair, I refuse 2 lose my soul to the darkness – I forever repent in 
surrender –
Poisons, plagues on us, Satan lays… only with your love can we be saved 
– So peeps, stand tall, take that evil fool down and turning tables, makin’ 
him give it up, we’re not losin’ with Christ Jesus’ grateful ‘n satisfying love 

fakes
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The 4 blood moons will take place, 2 more to go until complete darkness, 
no food, no home, nowhere else to roam. Just God’s Kingdom is where you 
can run – Matthew 7:13, 14 says the road 2 h*ll is wide and the gate is big, 
many go there but heaven – the road is narrow and the gate is small, only 
a few will find it – So ha, put yo trust in your God and smoke this herb as 
we all walk the narrow path to our majesty – An apocalyptic destructive 
and cruel world ain’t stoppin’ me – I’m tryin hard to work your honorable 
commandments and ways – Lord give me strength – Amen.
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In Genesis I God created
heaven n h*ll life on earth n
woman and man until the day
his plan with one deliberate act
spoiled—so see we all now fall
short of the glory of God for we
all do sin and all you gotta do is
let God be your teacher n with him
take a stand. For in life he has a plan
For every child woman n man
What don’t you unbelievers not
understand or comprehend it
takes a lot but not enough to get on
your knees and repent—
So I’m askin you to give your head to me
come take a walk with me
what’s meant to be will be
It’s called your destiny—
LORD Jesus help me save em please
If I put my hand on you I will pray
like your warrior n friend if you
allow me I’m here to stay—
Just makin sure you read your 1
proverb a day—
I look at some people and God I
don’t understand their path but all I
could do is read the word alas—
I’m tryin to be no deacon while a
demon enters your spirit
I’m preachin nothin but what I know
It’s God’s power workin in me so
Sorry but I’m not if you don’t wanna
hear it—the seven year tribulation is here
So prepare to live it I’m telling you these
words and when I spill it you’ll feel it,
What a beautiful blessin to be
with the holy spirit. Check it.

mechell flores

untitled
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mike g. 

On a bright sunny day last year, I ran into an old friend who I invited over 
for a drink. He was totally locked on my roommate who was an Indian 
looking smoking hot chick from Kansas. This all led to the girl I have 
been looking for for the last 10 years. She was brought into my life by an 
employee at the time who later on ended up kicking her out of my house 
while I was in the bathroom. After 10 years of looking for her I finally 
found her at a friends whom vehicle I was rebuilding the front end on. 
Her talking to the daughter revealed her name which totally surprised me 
as they were walking thru the garage to get in the house. I jumped up an 
asked if I could talk to her in a bit. I was greasy from the elbows down. 
I cleaned up and we chatted and are still seeing each other to this day 9 
months later.

untitled

Mike is something that many people know me as. There would be no 
reason for me to ever think about changing it. It would throw so many 
people off. Who would they call to get the house rebuilt after the big 
tornado shredded the neighborhood seen as far as they eye can process. 
Who would they call to go out on the town to see the one band that has 
awed us for so many years. Who would they call if they were in need 
of a good a** kicking on the pool table or just another lesson to better 
themselves for their next challenger. Mike will be there for whatever it 
is that you may need no matter how challenging life’s struggles may test 
us to the maximum thoughts that might halt us until we call Mike once 
again.

untitled
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mike g. 

untitled

MIKE
Reliable, useful, meant to be
1970
the sky
just the presence of
Mary
reliability, respect
her meaning of who she was
Mike
it means to always push on until you accomplish what you were after

Many of us don’t know the difference between day and night but we see 
the difference. You can see in the day with ease. You can see in the night 
with assistance. I can’t really see the realm of anything because I am what 
they call colorblind. Not that I don’t see colors. I can’t tell you what they 
are. They are there I just don’t know really what they consist of. Color is 
in everything I suppose. I don’t know—no reason to question me on what 
color it is—

untitled
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my leo lion

rah

My best friend
My Leo Lion
The calm to my chaos
The light to my dark
I don’t know what I would do without you
You never judge me
We never fight
Always there to lend a helping hand
or a listening ear
Distance never matters
Our hearts are always together
You pull me up when I am down
Calm me when I’m angry
I’ve never met someone more beautiful
and probably never will
You exude confidence
Hand in hand we walk
Hand in hand to eternity
And we will never stray
Best friends forever
Unconditional love
Love is beautiful
Friendship is better
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rah
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Hello you beautiful soul
In that body made of stardust
I’ve waited so long to meet you
yet I feel like I’ve known you forever

I never needed you until I met you
I never want to say goodbye
Your eyes are the window to my soul
I don’t want to say goodnight

How do you explain this
to someone you’ve just met
My life without you is incomplete
And we’ve just started yet

i just met you...but i love you

rah
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Who are you?
Do you even know?
I’ve never seen so many lost.
So many concentrated in one place.

Are you a mother?
Or are you part of the game?
 Stop pretending.
I can see the hurt in your eyes.
You’re fooling no one.

Stop screaming & yelling.
Life is simple if you just let go.
Most of you will just get out of here,
and do the same things that got you here.

You should want to be better
You should thrive
All I see are lies, lies, lies

You cry tears, but only for yourself
Stop being selfish.

Live for someone else.

who are you?

rah
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rah
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rah
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stephbeebee

beautiful woman

Yes I’m big but most of all beautiful,
ever since day one that’s how I’ve rolled,
from the smack of my lips,
to the curves of my hips,
voluptuous, perfectness, no bitterness, no skinniness
I’m me, round
oh I love the way that sounds
Regardless, if you don’t like it
middles to the sky
because I love myself and I’m always
going to be the way until the day I die

After I was dead, I knew I had unfinished business,
I simply couldn’t leave, knowing the one
person I love was going to be  alone,
So I stayed and watched him night
after night as he slept
Remembering how sweet and innocent
he has been since the day we met.
I’m soul-binded to him forever,
regardless
of if I’m a ghost or not
I’m waiting by his side until the day
that he gets caught.
Caught in the roll of God’s path to heaven.
Only then, eternal life with my Father and my husband
would be a blessing.
I love him and I’m not leaving.
Because he is my life my soul and
my everything.

unfinished business
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untitled

Goodwife or offender
Or a mistress in jail
Have no mercy on this b***h
She can burn in h*ll!

pocahontas
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Forever and always is what you told me
While all along I just wanted you to hold me
I dream about us often. I think about you daily.
Wishin’ I could have you back – “Just maybe”
Is what you say to me.
My whole world revolved around you.
Now without you I don’t even know what to do.
My love for you was always so real
Babi if only you knew how I feel.
Forever and always is what you told me
Why were you the one to let go of me?
You just wanted to play. While all along
Treating my heart just like clay.
Now I finally told you that I’m through
And you’re wishin’ that it wasn’t true.
Boi you don’t even have a clue.
Forever and always is what you told me.
When all I wanted was you to just hold me.
But now I just want you to forever let go of me.
And without a doubt I’ll always remember
What you meant to me. 

steph d. 

forever and always
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I am from Greeley, it’s got
a big lake named Seeleys.
It’s not too big but it’s not
that small
It’s land of the lost and in
the winter you see a lot of frost
My town is great, but there
is a lot of hate.
My sister works at the Wal-Mart
She’s the one that has a lot of heart
there's a big building we know
it as Monfart, it makes our town
smell kinda like a fart
Greeley is an old town with a
lot  of old buildings, I call it
home but really that’s where
my heart is. I’ve been there
from the start until I fell apart.

steph d. 

greeley
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She is young, beautiful, strong
And very independent.
She works, laughs, cries and
Jokes, she even smokes.
She was weak, vulnerable
Not understanding
She was young, native, abused
Misused and hated
She is a mother, daughter, sister
And lover.
She is growing, sober, awake, and 
A survivor.
But most of all she is my mother
And one day I hope to be just
Like her.

steph d. 

i am
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WTF you is wack,
Why did you go and turn your back?
I put my all in
For you to just go fall again
My heart is pure
Without a fear
How could you be 
the cause of all these tears?
If I told you I was tired of tryin’, 
Babi, I’d be lyin.
‘Cause I only want you Boi 
if only you knew, 
but you really have no clue.
I’d give it all up,
For you to just stop f***in’ up.
‘Cause my heart is pure without a fear.
I want you back 
but Babi I have to stay on track
Till then I hope you learn how to act.

steph d. 

my heart is pure
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I’m trapped in a zone, 
feelin’ so alone 
and don’t even have a place to call home.
I’m only cryin’ 
‘cause I’m tired of tryin’
I’m lost in the dust 
with no one to trust
Thought I had good friends when really 
they were just in it for the lust.
Now they’re just like rust.
My mind is blank 
and I can’t even think,
Why do I feel so weak
And it hurts to even blink.
My heart hurts for you,
But gurl you really have no clue.
I’m done tryin’ to be there for you 
I’m only tryin’ to be real with you. 

steph d. 

trapped
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Who would I be without my past?
 I would be dead without my past
I would be just that “passed”
I used to identify myself as
the problem
  the chaos of not only my life but
  the revolving chaos in my family’s life
I was the “tornado” causing
damage and destruction
but without all that wreckage and loss
I wouldn’t have been found

I am more than  the “storm passing by”
I am more than  the clouds of smoke I’d inhale in my lungs
I am more than  the rain-filled cup I’d poison my liver with
I am more than  the swirling tornado  in the meth pipe I’d smoke
I am more than  the flood I’d inject in my arm

“I am more than the storm”

I survived the aftermath
of my unpredictable “weather”
that I indulged and created
for myself

Through all storms come recovery
And without my storm
 I couldn’t have made it to the “brighter days”
Without the mistakes and lessons
 there would be no value to a
 seemingly “sunny blue skied day”

t-town

i am more than the storm
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Through my “storms” I’ve experienced
 growth, strength, & courage
 more valuable than a piece of gold
I am who I am
because I made it through the “rainy days”
and press on
to the better days
I am not the storm I created years ago
I am rewriting my story
and this chapter in my life
remembers the storms
but reaches in the direction of
beautiful
 sun filled
  days

I am the rainbow after the storm
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You think you know me
But you really don’t
You could get to know me 
But I know you won’t.
So to all you haterz
Talkin’ trash
Who sit back and stare
And talk through the glass
I’ll keep on smiling 
And get the last laugh.

t-town

“haterz” wbb

I'm never alone
But I’m alone all this time
All that I have is, all that is mine
Surrounded by women
Vindictive, addicted
Pointing the blame
You girls are no different
You’re one in the same
Here’s to the secrets and here’s to the lies
Here’s to that life that I despise.
I’m living and learning and starting to grow
I’m changing my life and letting drugs go.

secrets & lies
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Surrounded by women
This life is not livin’
Stuck in this place
Where time is the race
Just wanting and waiting
For the days to jus end
To start it all over
A new day to begin.
White wall, bricks and
Barbed wire fence
Flip flops with socks
Make no da*n sense.
You can take all my freedom
But the rest is all mine.
I’m still in the race
To take back my time.

t-town

this life is not livin

If I could give you anything
I’d give you her to stay
But all that I can give to you
is her for one more day—
If my tears could build a walkway
I’d walk right up to you
bring you back from heaven
for one more day with you
Every beat of my heart
is times two
one for me and one for you
Beautiful, unforgettable, intimate, and true
I cherish you always
And will someday be there too

for one more day
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The trials I endured up until my recovery were unimaginable, deadly 
circumstances where most would consider success out of reach. 
Seemingly a life full of never-ending hurdles, I questioned whether or not 
my life was important. When I hear the words “Beat the Odds,” I used 
to think of someone surviving terminal illness, or an unexpected win in 
Vegas, and now myself

I beat the odds

 I survived, I made it through my nightmare
Now getting back to my life
I am living proof
 addiction recovery is possible
 and the amazing will be seen every day
I am a product of,
 and a firm believer that,
our hurts, our habits, and hang ups
 do not
  have to determine our future

Despite a life full of addiction, disappointments, and failures, I have 
given myself a personal challenge to Rise Above. Knowing I am fully 
capable of pressing on to success. I will make what I thought to be 
impossible,
 
possible.

t-town

beat the odds
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I gotta break
this curse
All of me just hurts
 you or heroin
  tell me which is worse
Kill the pain
Kill the habit
No more kickin
 Don’t gotta have it

t-town

kickin

Am I destined to
fail, fall short, and disappoint
Am I the product of a broken heart
Am I so alone, I just slip by
Am I the constant reminder of the h*ll I’ve cost
Am I a girl who’s hated by many
Am I enough to be enough
Am I destined to

am i
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When I look in the mirror I 
see an abstract painting with
a concrete meaning.
 I see a monster looking back;
I see the hulk.

When I look in the mirror 
I see an iridescent ghost 
with no complexion;
he’s an eighteen year old kid.

When I look in the mirror
I see an alteration of a 
heart he’s set on a dream.
It’s the only thing that keeps
him alive. 

When I look in the mirror 
I see moving art. 

fun house mirror

julian g. 
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jerry johnson’s hot springs

tink

lush, green, suffered air, rushing, rivers, stony cold,
rotten, wooden, petrified, clear, acrid, soft, hot,
obscure, bloody, beautiful, wild, starry moonlit,

powerful, pure enchanted, alive, hidden, dew laden
earthy, speckled, mossy, unseen

I smell poppies orange, bright
I used to lie in them

popping up from the grass, sitting up to see the
row of lilacs between two poplar trees. I loved those lilacs

and cried for the trees. their blood red sap
convincing my child’s mind they were bleeding to death.

tomatoes rasberries I plucked by hand. scratching 
my eager stained hands as I filled my mouth and bowl

accidentally eating an ant or two and feeling deliciously wicked,
like they would tickle me secretly as I 

snuck them in riding the raspberry on my tongue.
my friends and I reenacted wars

light bright rainbow grenades exploding from their 
ziplock baggied shells slingshotting gummy worms

into each other’s mouths

poppies
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Nicole,
Crowned with the success and glory!...
my mother’s choice, her “pretty little princess”
I’ve hated it my whole life.

Desiree,
my mother’s choice, but like all men,
in my mother’s eyes,
His opinion didn’t count.

Nikki!
The epithet forced on me as a child.
felt more like a joke.
a tacky mockery of my style.

Cole seemed more like me…
hard, sudden, firm.
Play with the spelling and it could be hot and 
fiery.
A smoldering burn
But my name,
my real name,
unspoken, unheard.
A name I will own
When I turn from this world.

john’s daughter

tink
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Three women stood and watched each taking in the same yet different 
scene.
One saw all that she never possessed, never would and never could. 
Crying, she grieved.
The second saw before her eyes murder, rape, rage, pain, hate, pocked 
marked killers, marauders and thieves.
The third saw nothing but emptiness, some shapeless, nameless, 
undefinable thing. At times beautiful, at times disgusting, changing with 
each passing moment.
Suddenly each of the three, astonished, looked at each other saying “Do 
you see what I see?”
The mirror they watch, laughing as it sees, none of the women able to 
perceive the reflections of themselves, each other, or its mercury reality.

tink

suddenly -- and the mirror

Spreading toes wide we feet come alive, jumping to the floor the pain of 
yesterday’s endless walking hurts the little toe. What is this b*tch doing to 
us, we cry, cold, cranky, shoved into shoes worn by too many. We stumble 
along following this woman’s head around all day long. Oh no… again? 
Why are we on hard concrete, the blackness around us while we dance to 
her needs… “Sit down!” we scream but she refuses except when she sleeps, 
eats, even then… whew! We are beat, the shower is gross and what’s with 
the file? We haven’t seen clippers for many miles. 
Climbing in bed to dream, wondering why she won’t go outside, barefoot 
with sunlight, snow, grass on soft ground. We miss being lotioned, playing 
footsie on the couch. Man, we are starting to hate this b*tch.

tink’s feet
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Am I this, am I that
Pretentious, selfish, malicious?
Am I pretty, am I ugly
Am I insecure?
Am I worthy, worthwhile?
Who’s asking?
Not me.
Am I bothered by isolations
Condemnation, your opinion of me?
Am I sorry? No.
Am I happy? Sometimes.
Am I too weird, too bold? You bet.
Am I a thief, a liar? No.
Am I able to be bought or sold?
Apparently, someone is.
Ohh, look! There it goes,
The last f*** I give…

tink

anarchy in the lcj
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tink

Steamy, thick air, scented with cardamom, the pungently sweet stickiness 
filling my lungs.

Breathing deeply, I add chili, Dom’s sweet chocolate then watch as the 
boiling milk rolls almost spilling over the pan, trailing a plume of hot 
steam up the blue & white walls.

Three tiny men on a bridge two with a lamp, one reading, cross the water-
filled rice paddy from the monastery to the weeping willow at the edge of 
the yard. A lone blue woman in a kimono with flowing windswept  hair 
kneels at the water’s edge, claiming a lover’s note. Sent to shore by her lover 
hidden aboard a distant fishing boat.

Her prison shaped like a mansion looming in the back.

The rolling steam, like fog on the blue and white door, walls, and trim 
bring the painted lovers to life.

Stirring the cocoa, I gaze at the scene and as the steam clears, the two loves 
spiraling up in flight are shown.

High above the cherry blossom tree adjoining the monastery.

Gently I fill two mugs, smile at my mural and walk to the warm, sweet 
smelling room it opens to.  Handing my lover his cocoa I nestle next to 
him while we sip its spicy sweetness. Warm and content next to our shrine 
laden with Buddhas and offerings.

Scenic murals adorn the kitchen
of sanctuary lovingly cooked for two
Savagely ripped asunder by each of the selfish duo.

blue & white kitchen china
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One king two kings three kings four
Here’s some paper you keep score
You play high I play low
Hope your partner’s not super slow
You cut me you cut me
ugh I thought you loved me
You play an ace she plays a two
I slap down a spade  and triumph you
Guess that means you’re a heartless b*tch
and did you hear that girl’s a snitch
The other team deals and we go wheels
One book two book three books four
one slap two slap three slap four
high joker take that
Other team’s losing
they’re going to go kneel
only twelve cards call a misdeal
Sh*t, I think we might go set
spilled my coffee cards got wet
Med rounds

windle & butler

spades
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brian t. 

beauty

The way the ocean talks as the sun sets
The way the mountains shout at us with their snowcapped tips
The way woods come alive in the early morning
The way her body glistens in the sun on a sandy beach
The way a mother glows and smiles while she looks at her 
newborn baby
The way my wife looks every time I look at her
The way my twin daughters look every day
The way the night sky looks full of stars

We have many meanings for the single red rose, it signifies beauty, love, 
friendship, forgiveness, the single red rose. It most known for love. It 
represents more love than a dozen red roses, and so I give to you this 
single red rose, and with all its beauty, and love that it possesses. It’s no 
comparison to the beauty I see in you. You’re my single red rose.

the single red rose
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Walking on
the fragments,

broken,
in the chambers
of the heart…

Pins and needles
awaken,

the skin of
tingling memory…

Kneeling down
to pray

beside the
silence

of the soul…
The ebb and tide

of essence,
the sands

oceans
washed away…

In pure faith
the tangible,

moments touch;
the moments free…

Kneeling down
to pray

beside the silence
of my soul…

g-mason

chambers of my heart
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Life’s good attributes,
in all its

colors, depths and degrees,
societies weak hearted,

the need-to-be-guarded…
slammed freedom’s f***n’

door on me!
Imprisonment insatiable hunger…

endless feeding,
still my concrete heart

keeps on beating?

My memories are still free,
my love… my family

I keep locked up
on the inside of me…
in my solitary jungle

Listening to yesterday talk
in a hundred disqualified ways,

with my time worn machete
cutting out all the noise,

with the sounds of yesterday?

Hearing the neophytes talk,
I ain’t hearing a “dam”

thing they sayin’!
It’s just he said, she said B.S.

all their character assassinations…
Don’t make the mistake thinkin’,

I play pretend…
in these concrete jungles son,

I’m 24 years in…

concrete hearts

g-mason
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The punks, cheats,
drug dealers and killers,

it’s got me stuck
in that atmosphere;

stuck, looking at
the man in the mirror…
and reality staring back

multiplied and amplified,
deeper and clearer?

Memories
in the mirror…

Yea, they still there,
I still care

they really ain’t that far…
kept right here

in my concrete heart;
the freedom I can’t have,

is the freedom
I hold so dear?

My memories are still free,
my love…my family,

I keep locked up
on the inside of me;

kept under lethal guard…
Been conditioned over time,

to be ruthless and hard;
that’s the man in the mirror.
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g-mason

femininity

Fertility;
creation’s tree,

resilient,
tender maturity…

How cruel
this mean life would be,

without
fragrant femininity?

Its scented breeze,
soft nurtured touch,

all dressed up
in sensuous style…

The moonlight glisten,
the blessed curse;

knights have killed
for just one kiss?

A poet’s playground
the painters mop,
creations vessel

drop by
drop…

A lover’s cordate,
the wounded’s calm,

the ocean’s salty lustful storms…
A virgin sinner’s venomous fall,

the ripen cycle seasons call!

How cruel
this mean life would be,

without…
fragrant femininity?
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g-mason

fragrant wish

May you always be
a solid soldier
of soulful beat,

with firm tone of virtue,
may you never retreat…

always be
judge and authority of

your judicial seat;
guide your heart…

never retreat!
 

May your path be blessed with
exuberant gardens

of wisdom that
flow above pure rivers

of knowledge into
waterfalls of understanding

in life’s ignorant heat…
never retreat!

May you always venture
where the mean hearted

not dare…
may you “never” reason,

when deep in prayer.

May the neo-wealth in
your laughter

enrich the poor
and troubled emotion,

with Rhaposidzing qualities
to intoxicate and renovate

the peregrination of the soul…

May you be infused
with loyal and gentle atmospheres,

with honest and true natures
more precious

then the lust of silver “or” gold…
and may you always

take your place;
in the greatest story ever told!
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g-mason

heartbeats

Wise souls bathe
in evening breeze
down o’l dirt roads,
city streets…
Let memories go to
take a trip.
Sleepy stars
open up their eyes
to restful crickets and fireflies…
Life of nocturnal,
soft heartbeats
down o’l dirt roads,
city streets.
Love of hunger
in the air…
Ferment smile,
moonlight stare,
life it floats
without a care
down o’l dirt roads, city streets.
One trillion-billion
life heart beats
on mountians high
in oceans deep.
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g-mason

i wonder

I found Jesus in the bottom
Of a bottle, on the side of the 
Highway, in the deep dark night…
And I wonder…yea I wonder?

Chorus:
That painful thorn of the roses,
Embers in the eyes of the hopeless…
Angels sent here to guide them,
When the demons tries to hide them;
From the faith, hope and love.

I found Jesus in a Johnny Cash song,
In a deep ring of fire,
In my lustful desires…
Brought my drunk a** home…
And I wonder…yea I wonder?

[Music interlude]
Chorus:
That painful thorn of the roses,
Embers in the eyes of the hopeless…
Angels sent here to guide them,
When the demons tries to hide them;
From the faith, hope and love.

I found Jesus in a misty morning sunrise
With a cup of coffee in my hand…
Something opened up my eyes
To a love that never dies…
And I wonder…yea I wonder

[Chorus 2 times]
Fade
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g-mason
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frank g. 

everything illuminated 2.0

Now when those lights go out is the moment we step in. Spend the day in 
the fight stuck in those trenches. Sharpening these skills homie nearing 
perfection. In the dark we move in groups stompin’ right through your 
section. Making these rounds like many go. They been known to fear the 
flow. Too shallow to hears bro. Never on the air waves too deep for your 
stereo. These rhymes they spit are old. Subject matter so frivolous. Too 
willing to sell their souls. Jewels wasted on idiots. Act like they don’t know. 
Guess ignorance is bliss. Still use the night to create this bars. Light my 
own path and navigate by stars. The style is out this world no one similar 
to ours. So they look at us strange like we come from Mars. But peep it I 
quite as kept like the best secret. Steady raised the bar to a point where 
they can’t reach it. These words are contraband should be locked in the 
precinct. F**k these congested roads. The route I chose is more scenic. 
These words light up the landscape like fire we breathin. This road’s still 
illuminated just waiting for you to see it.
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kentucky d. 

for what?

I continue to write for what?
I write because I care
I write because I worry
I write because I wonder
I write because I miss you
I write because I want to hear back from you
I write but you don’t write back
I write for what?
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kentucky d. 

Is there something wrong with me?
Is there something about me that makes you do this to me?
Is there a reason that you treat me the way you do?
What makes you think I will let you keep treating me this way?
Is it because I am nice?
Is it because I give you what you ask for?
What causes you to cause me this hurt?
What makes you cause me all this confusion?
What makes me want to stick around and put up with all of this?
Is it because I care?
Is it because I want you to be the one?
I feel as if you were the one then there would be no confusion.
There will always be pain in all relationships but whether or not they are 
the one.
When will I find that one?
That ride or die?
That one that will stick by my side through my obstacles in life.
That one that wants me to stick by their side through theirs. 

untitled
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Is it evil that shows its face at the closeness of my victory?
Is it what dwells in the hearts of other men, waiting with jealously?
Another test for me to pass. I’m so tired, forever fighting “the good fight.”
But I know what will happen if I give into it? Just once.
I will let myself down,
For not being strong enough
To know the difference.

rudy a. 

is it evil
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joshua j. 

one can always hope

Maybe, just maybe today will be my last day in here
Maybe, just maybe I will lose all my fear.
Maybe, just maybe the feds won’t come knocking
Maybe, just maybe I’ll be around for all the stockings.
Maybe, just maybe I can be a better dad
Maybe, just maybe I can get her clothes for the latest fad.
Maybe, just maybe I’ll be there for her birthday
Maybe, just maybe she will hear what I want to say.
Maybe, just maybe this isn’t a dream
Maybe, just maybe I won’t have to scream.

Five years from now I hope I’m not still locked up
Five years from now I hope to still have my truck.
Five years from now I hope to be running by dad’s company
Five years from now I hope I don’t have the same company.
Five years from now I hope I’m still clean
Five years from now I hope my addiction is unseen.
Five years from now I hope I have a family
Five years from now I want to be free from this tragedy. 

we make our future
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jrock

not so bad

Keys of the cops
big white blocks
Blue doors no carpet on the floors
all these people won’t stop yelling
#1 rule no telling
I hate it when the sink starts smelling
want to get my feet on solid grounds
Med rounds
fight to get a look at the men
you have to write with a dumb flexy pen
Lights out at ten
Not sure when I’m going to be moving on
Could be short could be long
Door pops time for breakfast
Mail call
Didn’t get a letter
feeling small
stand up tall
Keep your head up
it’s not so bad after all
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you are so perfectly imperfect
sexy, strong, untouchable, unforgettable, undeniable
intense, compassionate, immaculate
Perfectly imperfect
if I could, I would turn back time, just to have you 
one more time
You are so perfectly imperfect
Not made for me but not made to be without me
When I think of you, This is what I see:
the darkness of your body, 
the pride in your stride
the heat on your lips
you were my man, so perfectly imperfect
When you walk into a room, my heart drops to my knees
a phenomenal man
so perfectly amazing
I say, it’s the fire in your eyes, the flash of your smile,
the strength of your body, the joy in your feet
you were my man. So perfectly imperfect
Somest I wonder what it is I see in you
every time I see you the feeling I get is so brand new
it’s a mystery to me. Never underrated, sometimes
underestimated. Never could you be duplicated
you were my man, So perfectly imperfect
we were so unique, we could’ve been so powerful
Perfectly imperfect you,
Perfectly imperfect me,
the question that I still have is,
is the perfectly imperfect us
still a perfectly imperfect option?

perfectly imperfect

jrock
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Bob Barker maximum security,
orange flip flops stuck on me.
Bumpy, squished, stinky, plastic
Wash me!
Sock fuzz stuck in between my toes
lotion makes me happy!
Walking, walking, finally stopping,
Get off of me!
Wet feet, dry feet, hot feet, cold feet
the other feet I see are ugly and some
are old feet.
Sometimes I am super sad feet
I can’t cry, cuz I’m just feet
and I’m beat.

jrock

jail feet
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jrock 
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natty the lion

life and times of happy dapples

I have an alcohol problem…I don’t have any!
Being drunk makes me 1000x cooler in every way. Like projectile vomiting 
or passing out and Sh***ing my pants. Throwing up in the parking lot at 
8 a.m. waiting for the liquor store to open. Calling out gang members. 
Getting kicked out of three bars…In an afternoon! (LOL, gotta love 
pregaming.)
Or shaking like a leaf at my probation appointment from “anxiety,” or 
so the P.O. thinks. But when the owl flies out of the poster on the wall 
and Satan is telling me to become a prostitute, I realize it might be a BIT 
more than nerves. Maybe it’s cause it’s 4 p.m. and I haven’t had a DRINK! 
I decided DTs were prolly better than going in there smelling like Jim 
Morrison. F**k! I should’ve scheduled this s**t earlier.
In the immortal words of Rapper Skinhead Rob Ashton, “You KNOW you 
better miss me if you see me drinkin’ whiskey.”
Before I stopped getting invited, I would go to parties and people would 
LEAVE. “What? Don’t like to PARTY?!? P***ies!
The next day my phone (if I still had it) would invariably be blown up. 
Chicks and Dudes left me QUITE different messages. 
Chicks: “Thanks for the good time!”
Dudes: “I’ll f***ing kill you!”
Who ARE these people? Last thing I remember I was shoplifting a handle 
from Wilburs…ha ha, Oh.
I still got kids approaching me around town like, “Da*n, man, I’ve never 
seen anyone drink like that. My parents were PISSED.”
Again, who ARE these people?!
Oh, well, who needs friends, anyway? I’ll ALWAYS have my family. Uncle 
Jack (Daniels), Stepdaddy Jim (Beam), Papa Johnny (Walker). Oh, and my 
bum homies Burnett(s) and McCormick. Hooray.
Well, upon my release I have a double date planned. Me and a fifth and Gil 
and a fifth. Seeing as how I’m Irish and Gil’s Lakota Sioux, only one of two 
things can possibly happen. World domination or a Nobel Peace Prize. 
We’ll see. 
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morgan m. 

untitled

My direction is a reflection 
of the road that I’m on,
Am I a king or just a pawn?
Who really is the master?
Living life a little bit faster.
Changing my unwritten fate,
Before this ends in checkmate.
Life is a game of chess,
But I tend to make such a mess.
Choose the way you set the stage,
Authoring each new page.
To create a brand new chapter,
Here, now and forever after.
We all have a choice,
Of how we use our voice.
By the laws of attraction,
All is determined by your reaction.
It’s easy to live in the moment,
So much harder to own it.
Stopping to take second glances,
Before there are no second chances.
Taking a moment for a breath,
Before knocking at the door of death.
Stopping to notice the roses,
Instead of just going through the poses.
Just going through the motions,
Or trying to balance the oceans.
Seeming like an impossible feat,
But it’s easier to play your own beat.
And write your own tune,
Than it is to sit howling at the moon.
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morgan m. 
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Tell all the truth but tell it slant
Tough wise men at their end know dark is right
I laugh and eat well
A poem should be wordless
But in the end all you can do is second guess

liam w. 

second guessing

Brings mountains to their knees

Nothing can live without it

Gentle as a caress, tougher than rocks

Kills without remorse as it gives life

Food for a rainbow

Colors the sky

Pours on your head from a cloud

The true last frontier on Earth

The loudest and most silent of all things

water
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I hear them singing, that song, song. In lock up, they won’t let us out, free 
the homies, they won’t let us out. I hear Smith Blade telling on us they 
won’t let out the homies, just want to see free the homies. We’re locked up 
they won’t let us out. Grab the locks and lock them up.

pocho

them
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Am I Sam I am

Am I Lusie

Am I Smart

Am I don’t ask that.

Am I You know you are
 daddy
 no me
quoting a movie
 Am I
 Yes. Ok let’s start.

Am I controllable
Am I adorable
Am I loveable
Am I cute as a button
Am I oops. Am I still bedroom eyes
Am I sleepy
Am I
or are you. Still lovin me with your eyes
Am I wait
 Am I Feel my heart, feel my heart, feel my heart, beat
Lace up turn the game on
Won’t fear God when the fame come
The Bible can only change some
Knees to the ground get prayed on
Roll them spliffs till the day I die
Hands are steady, hands are steady
Very high but I swear I’m ready, notified
And they fans they’re ready

diana

untitled
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Pray to find more fate
All these birthdays no cake
Knee deep in Satan’s reef
Hiding s**t for my own sake
Doh boy always game to bake
At war wit it hold the tank
Turned around now I’m home
And what am I supposed to say?
I ate acid with a yard gnome, now
I’m losing all my sun
Spending days in solitudes
Not a damn place left to go
Getting clean come off the dope
Look into my soul, and I see these mirrors filled up with smoke
Fiends don’t seem rational, when their times are overdosed
Came in for your honey then left with all of your oats

Right me back and my heart beats fast
Lift your eyes up start remembering our past
These times are stale can’t compare to a year ago, year ago
Wake me, bake me
Marijane she head change me
Same shit we did last week
Raid the stash and it’s all caked up in hashish
Don’t wake me from this grass dream
Super Sativa top shelf
Smoke hard my choke myself
Roll spliffs in the studio where my hoes take and melt
Locked in the spitting cell
Coin trapped in the wishing well
Getting blazed put my time away
Find the highs I tried to save
Imma light it up later
And if the 5-0 roll up better toke up that vapor
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Right me back so my heart beats fast
Lift your eyes up start remembering our past
These times are stale can’t compare to a year ago, year ago.

Feel my heart
Feel my heart
Feel my heart
Beat
Feel my heart, feel my heart, feel my heart, beat
Lace up turn the game on
Won’t fear God when the fame come
The Bible can only change some
Knees to the ground get prayed on
Roll them spliffs till the day I die
Hands are steady, hands are steady
Very high but I swear I’m ready, notified
And they fans they’re ready
Pray to find more fate
All these birthdays no cake
Knee deep in Satan’s reef
Hiding s**t for my own sake
Doh boy always game to bake
At war wit it hold the tank
Turned around now I’m home
And what am I supposed to say?
I ate acid with a yard gnome, now
I’m losing all my sun
Spending days in solitudes
Not a damn place left to go
Getting clean come off the dope
Look into my soul, and I see these mirrors filled up with smoke
Fiends don’t seem rational, when their times are overdosed
Came in for your honey then left with all of your oats
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Right me back and my heart beats fast
Lift your eyes up start remembering our past
These times are stale can’t compare to a year ago, year ago
Wake me, bake me
Marijane she head change me
Same shit we did last week
Raid the stash and it’s all caked up in hashish
Don’t wake me from this grass dream
Super Sativa top shelf
Smoke hard my choke myself
Roll spliffs in the studio where my hoes take and melt
Locked in the spitting cell
Coin trapped in the wishing well
Getting blazed put my time away
Find the highs I tried to save
Imma light it up later
And if the 5-0 roll up better toke up that vapor

Right me back so my heart beats fast
Lift your eyes up start remembering our past
These times are stale can’t compare to a year ago, year ago.

Feel my heart
Feel my heart
Feel my heart
Beat
ss
Am I loveable cup of tea
am still the nouns you say
the flames the _______ the warmth that
  comforts you
Am I still dancer with the spirit inside of
 you
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The gates of my Lord, opened
up today, as we lay my child down.
I seen you, as you were born
the day I gave birth
today

Now I have to let you go
the brutality of our Justice
brought these laws in such an evil way

You are white, I am 
a darker shade than
you with that badge
the color you serve.
Makes you, in peril,
fearfully white.
Should I wave or should I salute

or should my child try
to dry the tears and
the blood that stained our sheets
makes it hard to try

I ask the Lord in prayer
as we have to say goodbye.
for the seven holes and
the fearful eyes
the last four hours of 

diana

for michael brown’s mother
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lcdc women

these hands

These hands are mine
 They can’t fix everything
 But they have loved many things

These hands have worked day by day
 They want to retire
These hands don’t do manual labor
 But these hands draw
These hands have written a lot
  a million poems
These hands can act like each other
 They have picked apples
 and braided hair
 They have planted tulips
 played in the dirt
 They have touched soil in Rome
 have cooked around the world 
These hands want to see the world
These hands want to see my little girl

These hands can speak without words
 They have shaken and 
shown anger or 
nerves
These hands
 are strong
 emotional
 sensual
They have lines
 are sweaty
 clammy
 calloused and cracked
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They need lotion
These hands are larger than my boobs
 and they are warm but
 they are often cold
 They have arthritis
In these hands
 I’ve noticed age

These hands have loved
 hated
 hurt
 healed
 known pain
These hands drain
 emotionally
 spiritually
 mentally
 physically
These hands killed and almost
 killed me
They are little
but dangerous
They have slapped many faces
and are deadly
cold as a diamond
These hands like diamonds

These hands have been through h*ll
These hands have cleaned dead bodies
 They have touched weird things
 too many slimes
These hands have been burned

but these hands have been thankful
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These hands have comforted
 sadness
 They have wiped away sweat
 and tears

These hands have held a child
 have touched boys’ hands
 have stroked a beard
These hands miss being held
 These hands miss Peter

These hands have held your hands
 They hold you at night

These hands are mine
These hands look like yours
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This photo is anything but linear. It is a contradiction. The patterns are 
stripes, but those stripes are deceptive. The lady’s dress that is facing the 
camera is striped in both horizontal and vertical lines. The lady whose 
back is toward the camera is also wearing a striped dress. The young boy’s 
shirt is plaid, which consists of both types of stripes. The wallpaper is a 
thick accent to the blinds, both of which are striped. Even the table has 
lines.

My question lies in asking why so many lines, which represent direction, 
in a photo that seems to have no order or sense?

The characters portrayed are in disarray. The little boy in the center of the 
room wearing a poncho and riding a rocking horse, he looks to be afraid 
of the other boy who is sitting in an awkward position on the chair. One 
lady is facing no particular party, and is wearing black-colored heels with 
a striped dress. The only man in the photo is holding a child that is playing 
with a random toy, yet I get the feeling it’s not his child, there is too much 
of a detachment. Finally, the other lady seems dumbfounded, with a look 
of incompetence on her face as she aims to please everyone else.

ahmed a. 

linear
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chris m. 

the rose

The rose that lays is it on wood or water we will never know I look again 
and again to see what can be told is the rose light pink, white or yellow I 
guess I still will never know I know it’s beautiful what a perfect rose as it 
lays I just keep guessing what to say about this rose that lays.
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redneck

alphabet

A is for Anger deep down inside
B is for Blood of unholy pride
C is for Cuts in the skin deep
D is for Death comes in our sleep
E is for Emptiness inside of me
F is for Free, something I’ll never be
G is for Ghost as their soul wanders
H is for the clan of satanic Head Hunters
I is for Immature self destruction
J is Just to mutilate something
K is because you are Killing me slowly
L is because you left my world dark and Lonely
M is for the voices in my Mind
N is for peace I’ll Never find
O is for the clouds that hang Over my days
P is for the Predator slaying its prey
Q is how I am lost in this Quiet abyss
R is how I lay days on end distraught and Restless
S is how I dream of Sadistic horror
T is how I delight myself with self-Torture
U is how I hide Under my covers
V is how I am taunted by Voices of others
W is the Way the corpses groan
X is for the X-ray of broken bones
Y is Yours I’ll always be
Z is Z is f***ing Z
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I gave you my heart and you broke it in two. How dumb it was to fall for 
you. Everyone warned me, but love is blind. I did not see so I put the 
pieces of my heart together again, letting go of the pain, picking it up. I’ve 
lost track of the times you let me down. Now I’m getting stronger and 
don’t need you around. In losing you, it’s me I found.

redneck

finding me

The power of the gun can kill
The power of fire can burn
The power of wind can chill
The power of love can kill
The power of anger can rage
inside until it tears u apart

the power

Why am I sitting here again? Why do these thoughts cross my mind? 
When will I get the clue, when will I snap back to reality? How come I 
feel the way I do? How come I can’t change those feelings? What do I have 
to do to break free? What will I do once I am free? Do I have to do what 
they say? Why can’t I do what I want? Will I break this curse that I seem 
to have, or will I still have the luck of a pirate? I want to have the power to 
control me. I don’t want to have a weak willpower. I’m not gonna let what 
others say affect me! I am gonna do the right thing for my future!

time
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redneck

daddy

Always remembered
You took care of everyone
You had your kids
And you took us in with love
I miss you more than ever Dad

Redneck is my name 
I’m a bull rider and a fighter 
I do it because I love doing it 
A friend of mine got me into it and from there I was stuck
And now I do it as a job
It’s fun for me
I get to meet people that been doing it for years 
I have been doing it for 4 years and I will keep doing it 
My family tells me to stop but I can’t
It’s my life. 

my name is

The first time I ever held my son I was happier than ever, the first time I 
ever held my daughter I knew this was right. My happiness, loving and 
overwhelming joy of being a father. First time I ever heard the words 
father and daddy was the most awesome time that stood still for me. Time 
and feeling I wish and pray for again soon not later. The first time ever I 
felt love; true love was then. When I looked into my children’s eyes, I know 
their mother’s eyes too.

the first time i ever
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ram

alone

Who I am, I’m just me. I feel alone most of the time because I do what 
most people choose not to do. I try to search for other people like me yet 
I only find myself. I’ve been to many places, met thousands of people, and 
yet I only find myself growing further and further away from being like 
anyone else. I see myself even though I see many others, but I still cannot 
find anyone else who is just like me. I’ve been on this journey for a long 
time as I come to realize, I’m not good enough or I’m overqualified. I am 
one of a kind. Maybe I shall be like this till the end of time. Maybe I’ve met 
my match, and I’m the catch.

I made it. To the river. Now 
I can eat, shower, & sleep.
I traveled far and made my
destination to the river, my path
is laid and my map is made.
Now it is time for me to get paid.
Enjoying the view, making my stew.
I won’t be late as I make my
plate. Far from home, no one knows.
Here I wait. It’s ¼ to 8.

untitled
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ram

untitled

Purple—Did I Hurt You? 
Why So Mad? I Hurt too!
What Now? I Don’t Love You!
I Told You, A.K.A. I warned You!
Now You’re Gone, Sing A Song,
Not For Long, Wher’s My Bong!
When I serve you, Will it hurt?
Boo! Sometime’s, I see
Purple!

So I’ve been enjoying my time here learning new things, reading new 
books, meeting new people. I’ve come to really open my mind about 
my unexpected trip to Larimer County Club House, is what I call it. It 
has shown me more about myself and new ways I’ve become without 
knowing who I had grown to be. In this time I hope to bring light to 
others, as I have seen more light in myself. Being myself and grateful for 
this opportunity. I wonder if my presence will be for the better and not 
for the worst.

untitled

My photo says, “Just me at the end of a perfect trip.” I see a younger 
woman by herself at an edge of a hill. In the background I see a river 
flowing through a valley. She is wearing winter clothing and the trees are 
missing their leaves. I can tell it is day outside as the sky is lit. Not too cold 
or breezy by the way she is leaning against a railing. She wears heels that 
have a strap and darker colored stockings with Capri style pants. She has a 
shorter hair cut and a half smile. Beautiful and free, just one place I would 
like to be. Standing, watching everything that I see!

may 10, 1925
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nobody, meaning nobody.
I mean nobody, where is everybody
how can nobody be here. Where
did everybody go. How can I make
it alone. I don’t want to be
alone. Somebody must be here,
I’m still here. I can’t be
Alone, I’m still writing, everybody
is waiting, listening to what I’m
writing. Nobody is speaking, just
cuz it’s my turn.

ram

untitled

shorter story

Reflection photographs
 Stiff   dark
  Notion
Blurred
 Grim            facing
  Darkness death
   Amidst
Beyond dust
 Feel        lastingness
       Darkly    frightenedly soon no
  Shelters
Long        short
         Strained      running
     Always palpable
           Expresses     what        one
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the one snapshot of my life

ram

From above, looking down at an empty playground
it’s about 4 pm MCT. Full sheets of paper blowing
in the wind, all my stories written on
their own sheets of paper across the field.
Swingsets moving with no one in them, sand in
the air spinning through the field. The sun
beaming with shade from clouds. You can
see everything is moving with the wind.
Gone!

wrighting...write...rite

When it comes to mind, I want to shine, most of the time. Other times I 
have no clue, what to do. This class has many opportunities in my eyes, as 
far as I can imagine. Those of you, who never, new. I know. Let’s be free, 
just you and me. Can you tell, I’m just, can’t you see…

Containing the world “Brave” I chose to be. I don’t believe I was always the 
brave one. I was chosen to be. When I was younger I as surrounded by the 
roughest and was put in the positions to choose to be a brave youngster 
or be a wimp. I decided to stand up and show the world and the toughest 
I know that I am no wimp and I was just as brave to stand up tl whatever 
change I come to. At that time it was whatever they decided. Now it’s my 
own obstacles which are my choices in life that brought me to the place I’m 
in now… take it to the box… must I be yet so brave?

home of the brave
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Life, precautions:
I heard it trailing me:
waving at a stream
soon we would sail boats
I walked home
Gloves cost money
mother’s eyes had tears
It was the prayer
a promise made
I will be good
months rolled down
hear it how to
tell the truth. sleep. remember
change—soup, dinner
hurry, I saw it.
survivor.
three gone months? my winter
sister, would ever know. miracles. Children
light. traveled, returned.
thousand miles later, bankbooks and stereos
floating down

yellow glove

ram
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I am from being respectful.
I am from loving guns. 
I am from the country. 
I am from Littleton. 
I am from chaos. 
I am from a drug-filled family. 
I am from a mother that is addicted to meth. 
I am from a father who was abusive. 
I am from the ground up. 
I am from the land where I don’t give a f***.
I am from a place filled with ratchets. 
I am from a family that doesn’t give up on their dreams.
I am from a mother who still, to this day, does meth.
I am from New Castle.
I am from the father of the uneasy God. 
I am from the black holes in my eyes.
I am from long ago. 
I am form the light I shine. 

turning point boys

i am from
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paul d. 

The water that is contaminated, full of pollution and sin. The bridge that 
leads to heaven or h*ll. We are all just positioned in the middle. The water 
is in place as a reminder, a reminder of the past and what we have done 
and where we have been. We are not forced to go one way or the other. 
Too many people are similar and choose to stay put, they choose to be 
mediocre and dry. These are the people that are making this bridge too 
heavy and soon it will collapse. We need to do something, and soon.

untitled
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will b. 

nice guys finish last

Everybody and nobody is your “friend” in jail.
They will come around and hail.
Like Buzzards flying around a fresh kill,
Will pick your bones till they have their fill.
You aren’t safe any day of the week,
As you may have what they seek,
They won’t hesitate to sneak a peek.
Promises are said to get you back,
But they always seem to have any empty sack,
I’ll get some on my books they may say…
Then you realized, just been played,
But if you think that they’re your “Friend”
Please take heed, cause they like to pretend,
They will use you until the very end.
They will leave you high, dry and very fast,
Certainly this all will come to pass…
I guess that’s why “Nice Guys Always Finish Last.”
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Your smile is a beautiful silk Rose, 
soft, delicate and one that will never wilt.
A flawless flower with perfect details in every
facet. The way I adorn upon your graceful
face, to anticipate that lustral smile, waiting to
bestowed to all the world. Many may not
appreciate a silk rose lacking the fragrance
as from a real one, for me there would be no
need. For those fortunate, your smile will truly
show the essence of pure elegance. A treasure
that will be remembered for ever. As for I, nothing
will ever be as exquisite!

will b. 

untitled
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Tick, Tock, Tick, Tock….
Slowly going by…hear the doors click.
Slowly my mind will soon die from this
mundane Sh*t.

Tick, Tock, Tick, Tock…
Need to leave soon….
Check the calendar again….

Tick, Tock, Tick, Tock….
Watching inmates gaining good time by doing nothing……
Every day seems like it’s a cheap nursery Rhyme……

Tick, Tock, Tick, Tock……
What does the clock say now??
Same as before…

Tick, Tock, Tick, Tock…
One day soon they’ll call my name.
I guess until then, I’ll play their game.

Tick, Tock, Tick, Tock…
So I go to bed….
Just to have crazy dreams in my head…

Tick, Tock, Tick, Tock…
Can’t wait to smash this Da*n Clock!!
Tick, Tock, Tick, Tock…
 
  Tick…. Tock…. CRASH!!! 
Tick………….
Tock………….
Boing

will b. 

untitled
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will b. 

The majestic Aspen colors filled the high mountain sides of the Colorado 
Rockies. It was late fall when my horse and I departed upon our adventure 
in hope to bag some big game. After hours of traveling diverse landscapes, 
I came across a beautiful valley with Vistas of the Spanish Peaks with the 
Cuchara River flowing gently. I spied upon a campsite with a meadow for 
my horse to graze so I picketed him close enough for water and shelter 
among the dense foliage. I pitched my tent next to the babbling river, built 
a fire in a rock pit and settled in for the impending cold fall night, dosing 
off shortly then after. Suddenly, I was awakened to sounds of something 
approaching. My eyes not quite adjusted to the dawn’s early light, scanning 
frantically to see my surroundings, looking to where my horse should have 
been, was no longer there. I was very cold as I was unable to keep the 
fire stoked all night. Instinctively reaching to where I thought my shotgun 
was, to my dismay it wasn’t there. Searching the frozen ground, I saw it 
laying five feet away as I scrambled towards it. Not knowing who or what 
was out there until a stick snapped! I lunged scooping up my shotgun, I 
quickly spun on my heels, now face to face with the largest cougar I’ve ever 
seen in this part of the country. This spectacular diving creature, weighing 
at least 300 plus pounds, was stealthily moving in a circular formation 
around me. My fingers still numb from the morning frost and with every 
muscle in my body quivering in fear, it made it almost impossible to keep 
a hold of my gun. Trying so desperately to gather my courage, I stared into 
what resembled certain death. As there was dried blood around the feline’s 
mouth from a recent kill, at most finish a few hours ago, now figuring 
where my horse went. I hear the snarling low growl seeing the beast’s lips 
curling showing its blood stained fangs and its hot breath steamy against 
the frosted morning air. With its claws displayed, resembling 5 inch razor 
sharp daggers extending from its enormous paws around me without my 
weapon, I’d certainly be its next victim. Then out of the corner of my eye, I 
caught a glimpse of movement from above, which I realized then to be her 
young cub. Knowing now the place I chose to camp was in the middle of 
this cougar’s territorial domain. To see that she is only using her motherly 
instinct to protect her young. Then suddenly feeling like I got hit by a 

mother and her child
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train, I felt her immense force upon me. I felt her vice like mouth with her 
teeth tearing into my flesh and her claws shredding my clothes, slashing 
my body like knives. The mountain lion with her primal instinct had taken 
me to the ground forcing the wind from me and with the concussive force 
knocking me nearly unconscious, hurling my weapon far from my hands. 
Desperately feeling trapped and helpless, I gathered all the strength that 
I could muster, I kicked and pushed away this enormous beast. I grabbed 
the first weapon that my frost bitten hands stumbled across. Clubbing her 
with a branch in the head as she jumped towards me, knocking her off 
her equilibrium, allowing me a split second to scramble to my feet, only 
to become entrapped in her predatorial hunting game. With a burst of 
adrenaline I dove for my gun, only to have my severe wounds impede 
me and put me at her mercy in this game of cat and mouse. Feeling my 
strength diminishing, I forced myself to shake my head in a desperate try 
to regain composure, knowing very well if I stopped now it will certainly 
be to my demise. With my last ditch effort, not knowing how close my 
pursuer really was, I try to bolt towards my shotgun, only to have my feet 
fall into a rotting log. Feeling the jolt of pain, I just broke my leg, I realized 
I was trapped like a mouse, I know now I’m a gonner. Throughout my life 
I never thought I’d be that person to die alone, but here I am. As the light 
slowly closes in around me, my thoughts start sinking into that last endless 
void no one knows exists. With my last breath I say, “should have never 
come between a mother and her child.”
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jesse l. 

untitled

I’ve been through h*ll and back
People wonder why I’m always lookin for another sack
So lets go back
My momma died at age ten
I was just a child didn’t know wrong from right 
So in despite my world came crashin down
Could no longer see the light
I started to push people away
But my daddy told me that wasn’t the way
I didn’t wanna lose nobody else
But in the end I lost myself
I’m scared of the demons behind people’s eyes
And the world and its lies
I try to hide the pain
Its making me go insane
I wish I could start over
A life where I’m sober
Live life to the fullest
Because you only live once
YOLO
I’ve always been on my own ridin solo
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lena

untitled

I’ve been strung out.
I’ve been called The Heroin Addict.
The Liar.
The Thief.
The Lowlife.
I never thought my life could amount to anything,
My priorities now are different.
I have a whole different outlook on life,
I’m doing things I never wanted to do while using,
but now all my mind is focused on is being sober,
and becoming somebody!
That’s what I’m committed to doing.
I tell myself this every day,
I try to stay motivated,
I do.
Things can get hard,
But if it’s something you really want,
Then put your mind to it,
And it’s yours!
No one said it’s going to be easy,
But I know it will be worth it.
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kim
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amanda d. 

veil

It started with a woman and a man
they took a journey
hand-in-hand
Started a family made plans
In the beginning, it was beautiful
 it was grand
As time went on there was a distance
 between
the husband grew neglectful
 and very mean
the wife grew sad
she would beg and plead
let’s go somewhere
let’s start clean

One day the husband agreed
It felt like a miracle
The wife’s heart was filled with glee
So the man and the woman moved
their family to a new land
with smiles on their faces
 hand-in-hand

It wasn’t long before the husband’s cycle began
the blame
the pain
the psychological games

Hungry alone and dying inside
the mother sat
the children cried
Can someone
 anyone
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help us
I’m sorry ma’am
 was the only reply

So the mother worked endlessly
 feeling spent
The father coming and going freely
 on-and-on this went
Until one day the mother decided
she could no longer live a lie
Out of the father’s rage came
 two fractured ribs
 a busted lip
 and two black eyes
Higher authorities got involved
They told the mother lies
Took the children and called it justified
They gave the children to the woman
 abuser child-abandoning drug user
The choice made from foolish pride
The mother makes difficult decisions
 with hope for closure
The truth about her life having no exposure
With sadness in her heart and
 feeling a void inside
The smile on her face is a veil
 for tears uncried
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amanda d. 

free spirit

My mind journeys
My soul feels
My voice sings
My heart loves
My hands heal

My physical being is captive
 but my spirit is free
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the one and only

What would it be like to be an immaculate woman?
Aura of the Virgin Mary
a permanent light
that surrounds my body
a holy temple
Unique in size not too much
not too little
just enough
A loving and compassionate heart and
incredible mother
Perfect lips a deep passion within
Always misunderstood
Kindness mistaken for a weakness
Never overrated but always underestimated
Far from perfect
Emotional at times
I’m simple.
I’m me.

immaculate woman
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Am I really a hard core criminal like the DA and judge portray me to be?
a menace to society?
a b*tch?
a mom
a wife
a sister
a daughter
an aunt?
weak or strong?
a child of god created in the image of god?
a sinner or saint?
the daughter of the devil?
going to heaven or h*ll?
alive or dead?
happy or angry?
here or there?
up or down?
inside or out?
beautiful?
forgiven?

the one and only

am i?
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the one and only

hello

Hello Beautiful! I want to let you
know you’re naturally gorgeous…
Beauty not only on the outside…
but the inner pure beauty of a goddess
Question: Is it a curse? Could it be a plague?
The jealousy, envy, malevolence…
that comes along with it…
Why? How come? Must it be a result?
Evil deeds, the lies, deceit…
Hostile, haughty, haters…
Shake em off…dust them shoulders…
Your light never dim always shining…
Their Shadowy Darkness wants it…
but your strength refuses to let
them steal it…
for the light and beauty is
yours and yours alone…
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mariah e. 
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mariah e. 
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mariah e. 
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niecy b. 

I am whatever you say I am. If I wasn’t then you wouldn’t care so much 
about me or who I portray myself to be. An onion one might say—so 
many layers to peel just to possibly catch a glimpse of what it is I might 
feel. Or maybe I’m a woman—hear me roar. Oops, did I just tell you my 
age? Need I say more? Long-winded like a hummingbird, but I’m stranded 
without flight. I’m screaming at the top of my lungs that one might hear 
my plight. Too many thoughts in my brain, sometimes I feel like I’m going 
insane. Can’t I just leave me alone in hopes my soul not go in vain? Wish I 
may, wish I might. How many people will I meet tonight
 when I dream, so many strangers. What does it all mean?

i am

Each has a different face. Different shapes and sizes, still fluent with 
motion. Some we look up at, and some down as they cast wicked shadows 
on a family of stones, in their river of life. Pollution robs them of their 
shine and flow, but still they continue to go. Casting shadows of all kinds 
on dirt trails to mountain ranges. Even in the night, they can cover the 
stars.

clouds
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sunshine

Sunshine looks like my mother’s smile
Sunshine sounds like a baby’s laughter
Sunshine smells like fresh rain on a golf course
Sunshine tastes like chocolate chip cookies
 right out of the oven
Sunshine feels like being in love.

niecy b. 

My thoughts are loud. Quiet storm.

1
Sitting back thinking of you
My mind there right now
Did you feel the earth shake too?

2
Letting go—not so easy
What am I to do?
Breathe caged bird, freedom is near.

3
I was empty, selfish and afraid
I did not exist or live,
I will live my dreams today.

short poems
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Funny thing happened while I was on the train today. On the seat next to 
mine there was a lonely cigarette pack. Not a fan of litter, so I stopped on 
my way out to pick it up. I give it a shake, before I even knew I was shaking 
it. I felt before I heard the contents—still unknown. I haven’t smoked in 
years, yet now I was excited to open the lid to this pack. I am walking 
down the street in a rush off to work. Commanding the helm of a busy, 
downtown restaurant is no easy core. My mind busy with thoughts of all 
I must get done before we open the gates of Hell’s Kitchen (only to not 
remember exactly what happened during the last three hours). As I walk, 
the more tempting that cigarette became. Oh, what the h*ll, a few puffs of 
American’s finest drug never killed anybody.
 I stop in my tracks and open the pack, only to find someone’s lucky 
cigarette, just abandoned on the train.
I feel a gush of air from the truck that I just missed a very close encounter 
with.
Saved by a cigarette. Who ever gets saved by a cigarette?
My lucky cigarette that, needless to say, I never smoked.

lucky

niecy b. 
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Put ya hands up—
It’s similar to no means no.
Don’t you smell that?
It’s strife, streets ablaze.
Really nothing more to say!
We hear you, loud and clear.
What? You thought it was over?
So many years have past, but
it’s just growing older.

Put ya hands up—
It is, stand for something
or fall, whatever,
have disguised as a badge of honor.
Who would have thought?
One of our boys in blue,
protect and serve,
but what it is that’s being served,
I have no clue.

Put ya hands up—
all the world’s a stage.
Each actor ready to play their part.
But wait, it seems the roles have been
reversed. It’s clear to see
through these shady lenses
exactly whose line it is anyway.

Put ya hands up—
enough is enough
strength in numbers 

niecy b. 

put ya hands up
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and there’s more number in love
more so than hate.
Intentions are good (for most,
malicious by few)
with no way to tell one between the other,
how is change going to come?
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lisa s. 

lost in midpoint drive

Went to court today
Came back in tears
I just don’t know where
I shall go from here.
Sitting in my cell waiting for chow
I came out and just about had a cow.
I look at my tray
and look again
This again, I said to my friend.
I got back to my cell to stay
They really don’t want to know
what I have to say.
My plans were to enjoy
my Fort Collins vacation
but I ended up in probation.
And now I’m sitting here in this cell
And to you I’ve got so much to tell.
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the butterfly crew

untitled

Little, bitter, innocent, homeless
 I was
Tortured, empty, addicted, silent
 I was
Beaten, ignored, taken, forsaken
 I was
At rock bottom, failed, overcame,
loved, made a difference, not exist, learn
gave up, stood up
 I did
Beautiful woman, me, mother, passionate,
my thoughts, survivor, lover, fighter
 I am
 and we are
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anonymous

my eyelids

When I close my eyes I go
to a distant place in my heart.

I go somewhere that holds my dreams and hopes for the future
My aspirations

Some things I hold so dear.

My dreams of being a chef
However distant they seem to be

Are not unobtainable

Just remember
To strive!
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anonymous

very berry red

Warm summer air
itchy

fresh sod 
mosquitos

These are a few things
I expect every night

after my brother and I’s
chores are done.

fresh scrapes on my
knees and palms

leap frog always gets me

6 p.m. dinner every night
one last game

before we chase each other
in to wash up.

Gramma’s treating us
tonight.

So freshly picked
Sweet
Soft

Vibrant

My very own strawberries
Very berry Red

My favorite.
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c.r.s.

untitled

Writing is like a getaway from the present. 
You can write everything down and feel good about. 
Whether you choose to share it though is another thing.

It’s my getaway. It’s how I get my feelings and emotions out that I may not 
be able to say to anybody but I can at least put it on paper

Scars that are invisible to the naked eye,
the kind that are cute deep,
the kind that hurts your feelings emotionally,
and not necessarily physically,
Everyday you have emotions from them,
It hurts to think about them
and how I got them. 
Everybody has a scar that hurs them.
For me I have multiple scars that tie into 
a lot of my life throughout the years.
It seems like I can’t ever get rid of 
these scars.
Some feel like they keep getting cut 
deeper and deeper making them hurt
even more emotionally.
Deep down inside all I really want is for 
them to go away or it to get easier for me.
Everyday  is a challenge to get up.
I isolate myself to stay away from others.
There’s a few people in this world that
can relate to my scars. But there’s more
that don’t. I hope that in time they
will go away or get better for me.
Until then I will live day by day.

scars
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c.r.s.

my girl

Long dark hair,
Beautiful eyes,
Skin that glows,
and takes your breath away.
A person that makes me happy, 
and one that makes me happy,
and one that I can’t ever tell
her enough that I love her.
One that I can’t ever buy her enough roses, 
or spoil her like she deserves.
When I’m away from her,
I can’t stop thinking about her,
When I get to hold, kiss, or sleep
next to her again.
Alexandria is her name.
She gave me feelings
that I didn’t even know I could have or feel.
I love her to death and would take her
to the moon and/or heaven and back if I could.
The kind of love she shows me,
words can’t even describe
the love she shows me.
I don’t ever want to lose her.
For me she is the best da*n
thing that has ever happened to me.
I owe her a thank you.
She saved me from self destruction,
and probably even my life.
She showed me that I can love
another woman again.
Alexandria please stay with me. 
Will you still marry me? I love you. 
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c.r.s.

grandma

My grandma is awesome. She makes homemade pie, cinnamon rolls, fried 
chicken etc. You name it she makes it or has made it before. I felt that 
she was awesome even when she threatened to beat my a** with a yard 
stick. Bad Grandma, you go grandma. It was even kind of funny those few 
times she did do it. My grandma means the world to men and now I’m 
incarcerated for the sixth time in the last 3 years. It’s hard. I never really 
said how much I loved her as much as I should have. She has always been 
there for me and now that she needs me to be there for her, I’m not and it’s 
not because I chose not to. It’s because I can’t. Life keeps going on and on. 
I never really fully get the gist of how much I loved and appreciated my 
grandma until now. I hope I get the change to tell her that. 

Author’s note: This was written for my grandma G. She just had a heart 
attack early this morning and it’s killing me. My best advice to give the reader 
is don’t wait til it’s too late to tell your grandma you love and appreciate her. 

All the 
Love she
Ever gives is
Xtremely great
And 
Never hates and always loves
Dogs are her favorite and she is 
Really special
In many ways to me
All the time

untitled
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Always giggles every time I try to gaze in her beautiful eyes. She is short 
and feisty and isn’t agreed to tell me if I’m wrong. I love the taste of her 
lips when kissing her and I love running my and hand through her dark, 
shiny hair. I would do stupid things with her or by myself and she loves 
me still. She doesn’t judge me from y past but makes me feel special every 
moment even if I don’t’ fell I am special or it may have been the worst day 
of my life. In all reality she is the one that is special. But now she is waiting 
patiently for me to get out of being incarcerated so we can be with each 
other once again. And now I can’t wait to see, feel, and hear her as she 
feels the same. Words can’t even describe the way I feel about her as I’m 
absolutely positive she feels the same way. I can’t ever express how sorry I 
am for dragging her into this mess I have. I can’t ever express how much I 
love her either. But one day I will make it up to her no matter what I have 
to do even if I have to dive in outer space down to the earth to grab her 
and hold her in my arms. One day we will tie the knot. I can’t wait till then 
nor can she. I can’t wait to have our kid and hold it in my arms like it’s the 
most precious thing in the world. She is the woman of my dreams and I 
will spend the rest of my life with her til the day I die. I think that about 
sums it up. Later!! I love you Alexandria!!

c.r.s.

alexandria
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scoop smith

They say men ain’t supposes to cry so I write these tears, feelings, emotions 
and fears upon this paper. Man I have caught the vapors a love growing 
strong that at this moment makes me sad my friends say I got it bad but 
a whisper of her voice makes me glad. Why is? Men’s eyes get moist but 
cannot fall is it because our hearts cry for all. Putting this down barely 
allowing the ink to dry as I let it cry!

pen, love, cry (men are not supposed to cry!)
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That Blacks, Hispanics, Natives, Whites, Asians, Indians, Islamics, 
Europeans, Russians, Croatians, Canadians, Africans,  Puerto Ricans, 
Columbians, French, English men and etc. can all focus on the matter at 
hand this fallen nation that most came to seek freedom the United Stees 
which I quote “United We Stand, Divided We Fall” Well American, we 
have fallen. We have a great President who carries the burden of trying to 
restructure the states and all he gets is ridiculed, slandered, and knocked 
down over his heritage. Let’s look past all that. Martin Luther King’s dream 
came partly true in small cities and towns and came greatly true in big 
cities. Why is it that we move around and lose sight of ourselves, our 
heritage and what is going people?
I have a dream that each culture, each ethnicity from suburbia to urban, 
from valley to farming, from forest to desert will gain sight that color 
of skin dies not matter but the measure of the heart will stand and take 
notice, that the war is not abroad but right here. First as a nation we must 
stop the war on hunger here first the war on employment here first the war 
on education here first the war on religion here first the war on ignorance 
here first the war on ourselves here first. 

I have a dream too just like you and all of us deep in the soul that this 
fallen nation can overcome differences and come together to learn and 
respect the other’s and teach the other’s what each do not know. Accept the 
learning experience so we can spread this nation to nation and someday 
we can truly say one nation under the lord and mean it. 

I have a dream too that once we have completed the visions of our past 
great leaders begin the quest of uniting the states of American we take this 
father and unite this planet. We all from land to land, from shining sea to 
sea can ding in unity “O’world the beautiful” and out there in the universe 
we can be heard from a galaxy unknown to planet not seen. They will 
know its Peace on Earth but it starts right here. I ask all tribes, countries, 
states, cities, seekers, woodsmen, mountain men, soveigners, to stop the 
hatred that wells inside and give love the chance to show you the power 

scoop smith

i have a dream too
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behind it. Stop the doubting that etches the brain into being scarred but 
stare the believing that we are as one and we can be in belief. 

I have a dream too not just any dream but more of a realization that where 
I lay my head should be the throttle to spread this dream and all dreams 
around. As we move into a new time and era we as a city, we as a great State 
has been called upon to make more believers that we will show no more 
ignorance, no more hatred, no more doubts, no more “I’m better than you 
attitudes” but show more smartness and care, show more love and reason, 
show more can-doers and “I knows,” show more “Can I help you sir or 
maam?”. It all starts here at this bottom. It will be rough, it will have a lot 
of steps, but never give up and don’t’ surrender to the fact that it will never 
happen but to the fact that this day in history marks a meaning, a forward 
Revolution that we all can eb part of. Oh it’s a new Movement happening 
and this will be something to tell grandchildren and great grandchildren 
where we as people no Republicans, Democrats, Non Affiliates, Liberals…
etc. But as people. 

I said I have a dream too now you have that same dream too.

Furthermore we all can unite in harmony once again and restart the dreams 
of the great Marin Luther King and the late great President, John Kennedy. 
Time is now not later. The last part of my dream was my granddaughter, 13 
years old asking me a question. That question, my fellow Americans was 
“Grandpa, what is hate? It was in my history book but I don’t understand 
it.” Let’s put that word and meaning and any other that surrounds the 
context of the word into history and make our future be a realization of 
love, peace, and happiness. I have the faith in all of us that we can- no we 
will- live a great and prosperous life and so will our future offspring. Let’s 
unite to not fight but love in the name of the lord we can all do and all have 
realization of a dream too. 

The End. 
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For the sake of days we walk 
And talk looking for ways to belong  
Be gone I’m from here a little spec
On the radar but by far under the
Core, we fight more and more to be
Heard our words mean no cry our
Swag means no brag our time is
For the sake of hours as cowards 
Run form us not knowing us as 
We are future for the sake of
Minutes each step takes us further 
in it. Where does this lead? No where
What comes of this? Nothing which keeps 
A smile upon the face? No but keeps 
Misery in your place for the sake of 
Seconds is a part to be wrecking
I reckon know one cares but you
The love of life future wife, mother
F*** the others cause they are for
Selves for the sake of me please
Pray my hands does not see them
For the sake of thunder, lightening
My hands will make, prepare thyself
For I come for the sake of the Lord
RUN….

scoop smith

for the sake
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jarred s. 

My son as I sit here under these neon condesent lights the only way to keep 
my hope, sanity, joy, peacefulness and heart to heart soul to soul contact 
between my boy and I is to continually drift off into a happy spiritual 
realm of being. Fishing at the lakes with my truck backed up to the cold 
brisk water and as mys on and I dip our feet into the water as we sit on the 
tailgate and I look over at him as he looks at me and he says “Daddy I love 
you” at that moment my son gets a bite on the fishing line from a northern 
pike and oops there goes the pole out of his hands and disappears into the 
murky waters below.

Gossip a lot of gossip “Jesus says gossip is Satan” I will write an essay for 
you all. God says gossip is spread by the wicked people; they stir up trouble 
and break up friendships. Gossip always cause hurt and divisions and it 
destroys fellowships.” And god says very clear that we are to confront 
those who cause division

Blue, is it a color or is it a name. I ended up here and I am ashamed oh 
by the way, it’s his name. And I’m tired of the who said this who said that 
gossip blame game. I’m true and I’m real. So let me finish my time and get 
back to the real. So I can hug and kiss my blue berry pancake boy and be 
full of joy. 

untitled
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jarred s. 

untitled

Larimer County Detention Center has saved my life. I have always had 
my life together and in good running order. I’m a certified Automotive 
Technician and I have been in the field of business for sixteen years. All 
of this craziness started when the Automotive shop I was working at 
shut down and closed the doors for good. I ended up going into a panic 
what do I do mood. All these terrible thoughts were floodingmy mind, 
like paying the mortgage, keeping food in the house, taking care of my 
family, trying to find another job quickly so I don’t lose everything. So I 
started fixing cars and trucks under the table. It was going good for about 
a month. Then out of nowhere the Devil, Satan the so called Devil Drug 
came busting into my life like a stick of dynamite blowing up a mine shaft. 
This HORRIBLE!! Drug was Meth! I have never used meth before in my 
life. And let me say that this drug is the Devil. It grabbed ahold of me 
and now I’m away from the  most important thing/person in my life, and 
that is m y four year old little boy. Dar that drgu why “oh” why did I ever 
try it. I have been an inmate here at L.C.D.C. for a long fifty days I have 
never been in jail like this before so it’s been very very difficult. And to 
be completely honest the only people that have and are helping me so 
much to get through this hard tiem are the very nice and understanding 
deputies, all the counseling personnel, the nurses, and all the great courses 
and classes that Larimer County Detention Center offer has turned my life 
around andhas opened my eyes and I thank all of you for that. I sincerely 
do from the bottom of my ehart. I storng believe if it wasn’t for L.C.D.C 
I would be six feet under right now. So that being said, going to the Bible 
studies and Bible courses have turned my life around. A very big thanks to 
Gene from the Prison Fellowship, Scott Mcburnie from Faith Tabernacle, 
Pats Bible study and especially Brett from the wonderful chaplain. I have 
now dedicated my life to going to church every day of the week when I get 
out, even if it is to stop by a church for five minutes so I can give thanks 
and give myself and my prayers to Jesus. I’m going to make it my second 
job other than a technician. I want and will start a weekly or daily speak 
out group to tell others my story of what happened to me and how drugs 
of any kind can and will destroy your life and destroy and hurt family and 
friends around you. I do not want to see anyone loose there family for any 
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amount of time like I have and if I can just save one family or person form 
this happening to them it will mean the world to me. As you can see on 
my C.I.P sheet I’m not just going to these courses and classes like most 
these other inmates. I’m enjoying and will continue to go and eventually 
would love to teach or run a course to help people and also to keep me on 
the righteous path. I’m also finally working on getting my GED as well. 
I have stared the testing while being here at L.C.D.C and upon release 
if I have not completed the FED I will on the outside. It is another very 
important goal of mine. If frustration or an angry feeling comes over me 
I know I have my savior the Lord to keep me in line and these special 
managing skills that I have learned in your awesome classes. Reframe the 
situation, find a constructive solution to the issue, keep an anger log, and 
learn about what triggers me and stay away from those triggers. Recognize 
my own anger level, use time outs. I love this skill. It is one of my favorite 
managing skills I have mastered while being here, use physical activities 
like go running, workout then lay down and breath deply and talk to Jesus 
as friend and in return he will guide you and keep you on the right path. 
And foremost we choose to feel angry use the 4 question challenge to 
manage your anger. I’m currently enrolled in character first and going to 
be enrolled in SSIC very soon. I always think about ways of improving 
myself and following a more satisfactory lifestyle. Thanks for opening my 
eyes to a whole new wonderful life that I can enjoy with my son. God Bless 
everyone that works here at Larimer County Detention Center. I will not 
let any of you down. 

I thank our God in all remembrance of you always in every prayer of mind 
for you all making my prayer with joy. Because of your partnership in the 
gospel from the first day until now and I am sure of this that he who began 
a good work in you will bring it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ. 
It is right for me to feel this way about all of you because all of you have 
helped me so so much. I hold in my heart for you are all partakers with me 
of grace. Both in my imprisonment and in the defense and confirmation 
of the gospel. For God is my witness, how I yearn for you all with the 
affection of Christ Jesus. And it is my prayer that all of your love may 
abound more and more with trust and all discernment. Thank you again 
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everyone that works here for your kindness, loving hearts, to give me this 
chance to prove to you my second chance at life and to give all I have and 
can back to your wonderful community. God Bless. 

This is for the faith of a father that never will die. As for my love towards 
my “blue berry Pie.” for it is forever changeless while I gaze into the Brisk 
Colorado bright “blue” morning cloudless skies. For then I slowly drift 
off and close my eyes. I so graciously fall ever so fast toward Heaven with 
great hope in my heart and a brilliant bright white light that flashes in 
my mind. It begins to pull my soul ever so close to the big Gold gates of 
surprise for thy heavenly father forever has answered my lonely cries. I fall 
and float back down into my empty cold body that is ever so still as it lies. 
My eyes then open and a big gasp to my lonely surprise is the cold sound 
of unlocking steel as every morning it gives me a chill. But for now it is 
breakfast and to my sight and wonderful delight, what a big surprise they 
have just gave us the love of a “Blue berry pie.”
 I love you son will be with you soon with Jesus by our sides”

untitled
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manu

untitled

Well this is a picture that depicts three kids playing alongside what seems 
to be the ociean or some of sea. The first thing that came in my mind is 
happiness. This photo was probably taken by one parent that was really 
enjoying their downtime with their kids and decided to immortalize the 
moment. 
This contradicts exactly what I thought when I first read that Ansel Adams 
quote. I thought to myself there is and… then of these fancy quotes with 
absolutely no logic whatsoever like “How would someone feel the emotions 
of the photographer through a still picture?” That’s rather conjectunal…
But once again I was proven wrong in my might arrogance because 
somehow I cannot help but feel the happiness of the family at the time of 
the picture. Images can really speak 1000 words and be rather powerful. I 
love how the kids seem to enjoy the cyclical phenomenon of waves moving 
back and forth. It reminds me of my own childhood being raised by the 
ocean. Oh man do I miss home. Plus the trees in the background offer 
fascinating contrast with the water. 
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gary k. 

untitled

Gary
Meaning strong one, Patient, Self motivated
69 > 96 stand on your head and look at it, 96 playing hide-n-seek in the 
woods, in Northern Pennsylvania)
Corrie Young Best friend got killed named my son after him
Mother (Self, taught) respectful, dependent
Brought me into this world
Gary – Relentless,
Gary – Everything happens for a Reason,
 Don’t Give up, keep on keeping on
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n.w.

Aspyn like the tree that stands tall,
Never give up cause you will always stand tall,
Above the rest your personality will peak,
You remain humble and quiet and never make a sound
You will meet your Dad at the tip top of the peak.
The highest mountain we will climb,
Remember Dad will only be here just this one last time
Keep loving me with innocence and being wise
Daddy promise he will stop telling everyone lies,
I want nothing more in this world when that paper I signed,
When my daughter was born and saying your mine through all of time.

aspyn
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lcdc women

Questions and Answers
A collaborative poem

The question is….who’s my baby daddy?
The answer is you did not ask the right question!
The question is what you got?
The answer is I picked poisoned berries and died.
The question is what’s makes you go hmmmm?
The answer is cheap tricks and ransom.
Where in the h*ll is Carmen Sandiego?
The boat was too small and the lion was too big.
The question is what do you own?
The answers is cute bows.
The question is when am I going home?
Tipsey Tuesday!
The question is is there anybody out there?
The answer is follow your heart!
Are you done?
I am not answering the question right now!
The question is do I know you?
The answer is love.
Where do I start?
Halfway to h*ll, a quarter past destiny.
The question is my dad told me so.
The answer is my dad told me so.
The question is why do kids speak without judging?
The answer is grape koolaid.
The question is what’s for dinner.
The answer is dunkin donuts.
The question is he still gonna love me?
The answer is it is at 11:11am.
Are we there yet?
The answer is hope.

questions and answers
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joe g. 

monster

I’m friends with the monster not the one under my bed. 
I’m talking about the voice I hear, it echoes over and over in my head.
It comes to me at anytime day or night. I try to resist the temptation, but 
it’s hard to fight.
Some people will do anything to get that first hit, I mean some will sell 
their bodies, rob, kill, man I seen some crazy sh*t.
The monster I’m talking about will catch you off guard,
It comes in the form of powder, sometimes even in a shard. 
Some choose to smoke it while others put it in their veins, 
this monster I’m talking about also has many other names,
some call it glass, jale, but it’s commonly known as meth, 
I’ve seen this monster destroy relationships, families, even causes death.
Be careful with this monster people, cause it’s no joke, 
no more worries, no problems as I exhale the smoke.
My lungs expand, feels like their gonna collapse,
I took that first hit, it’s too late. I had a relapse.
I’m friends with the monster, not the one under my bed, 
I’m talking about the voice I hear, that echo’s over and over in my head.
I need to change my life, get clean and stop using meth. 
If not my final result just might end in death. 
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loved

I loved you since the day we first met, that look in yoru eyes, I’ll never 
forget.
You took my hand with your smile so bright, you
told me that you loved me too, it all felt so right
Together forever is what we both said, nothing will
come between us kept going thru my head.
I loved you with all of my heart, in sickness and 
in health, until death do us part.
To honor and cherish, to love and to hold, we’d spend 
our lives together until we grew old.
Then one day you came with ears in your eyes, I 
knew that was the day it was time to say goodbye.
I loved you with everything, I loved you at no cost.
I realize now that no love found, means no love lost.
My heart will heal girl, so now you are free.
I loved you, but obviously you never loved me…

joe g. 
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tampa

untitled

The shadows are cast in such a way as to elude to a sunset in the not so 
distant future.

The distance from the only person from where the photo was taken 
was clearly done so that the home was almost the center focal piece 
and the beaming woman’s only there to present it. Was she a proud new 
homeowner or did she have a husband who was overly narcissistic and 
proud of a newly build porch? Perhaps it’s nothing more than a portrait 
done by an amateur? Maybe it was a sears-roebuck ad for a new mailbox? 
what it was someone deemed the moment important enough for film. If 
nothing else I can recognize the least of its potential meaning. 

From this angel and with the end of the bridge disappearing into the fog 
you get an entirely unique perception of what I can only guess to be the 
golden gate bridge. One that leaves the observer with the impression that 
they and everything else is dwarfed by the size and power of the structure. 
The way it fades into the foggy background without any visible end adds 
to the feeling that you are but a minute particle against a colossal giant 
while at the same time lending an artistic beauty to this landscape that is in 
reality nothing more than tons of steel. Together with the imagination to 
ender the engineers mind and an appreciation of the surrounding beauty 
you have an amazing photo
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alex s. 

the hills above the fort

Up here in the hills and over, there is a serenity that stops time. The far 
reaching world couldn’t menace a giant from up high where you feel the 
breath of life in your bones. Here the airs sweet and when you breathe 
deep it doesn’t ache the lungs. The world is in fact small from any perch on 
a rock above the tree line. I do believe the natives of this land found no evil 
here born from any malcontent or whip of greed. Here you feel the Earth, 
the lover of her and ever, for no reason, large or small, you may smile, and 
it might just linger  on your cheeks for a long time.
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alix g. 

ride for you

I want you near
losing you is my biggest fear
You’re the reason I wake
and the reason I don’t break.
My angel in disguise,
your blue eyes don’t lie.
I got yours and you got mine.
Our love is put to the test.
I ain’t trippin baby
I got the best,
Together we can achieve our dreams
You and me baby
make the greatest team.
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I am whatever you say I am:
I could be bad, good, honest, evil, weird,
perfect, slow, or maybe just a little unwell.
You will notice me from a distance
You can see me up close
 if you get too close,
you will look into my eyes
and know who I really am.

I am lost and haven’t been found
I am happy most of the time
but I seem to wear a mask
when I feel the need to hide
or even feel shame.

I am a daughter, mother, grandmother,
sister, daughter, wife, and a granddaughter.

Sometimes I can look at myself as a smoker, toker,
But I’ll stick to a joker
So yeah, I am
whatever you say I am

But deep in my heart, I know who I really am
I am one of the most loveable women
you will meet

i am

m. ramirez
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sarah r. 

untitled

This all must be God’s test,
and I swear I’ll give it my best.
No matter where I go,
for me there’s always more.
In everything, I have doubts.
If it weren’t for support from family
on the outs
I’d probably go insane
cause clarity I can’t seem to obtain
Everything happens for a reason and
I’ve got to let it be
No matter what life throws at me
Got to stand up and do what’s right.
I will never give up this fight.
Life isn’t as easy as it seems,
nor is it always a dream.
Take it step by step,
in order for sanity to be kept.
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Well I’m back behind these walls again. I have to do what I don’t like to 
do. Again back to lock down and lock up they won’t let me out of lock up 
for who knows how long. It might be days or years no one will ever know 
I might not ever have the chance to find out. It’s like they lock me up in a 
cage and throw away the keys. Back in a cage like animals this is what they 
call Jail. So what is Jail it’s where bad people go when they break the law. 
Who are they to Judge me. It’s the cops, the cops break the law too so I can 
throw them in Jail too.

boston

these walls

all you need

This is God I will be handling all your problems today so “Selena” I will 
not need your help at all. All you need to do is sit and be pretty cuz I am 
your “GOD” the one and only that you need in life there is no room for 
anyone else can’t help you like I can if anyone tries to help you they will fail 
because all you need is me there for you. No one can help you like I can if 
you believe in me you will see how you only need me!!
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augie s. 
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Feel my heart, feel my heart, feel my heart, beat
Lace up turn the game on
Won’t fear God when the fame come
The Bible can only change some
Knees to the ground get prayed on
Roll them spliffs till the day I die
Hands are steady, hands are steady
Very high but I swear I’m ready, notified
And they fans they’re ready
Pray to find more fate
All these birthdays no cake
Knee deep in Satan’s reef
Hiding s**t for my own sake
Doh boy always game to bake
At war wit it hold the tank
Turned around now I’m home
And what am I supposed to say?
I ate acid with a yard gnome, now
I’m losing all my sun
Spending days in solitudes
Not a damn place left to go
Getting clean come off the dope
Look into my soul, and I see these mirrors filled up with smoke
Fiends don’t seem rational, when their times are overdosed
Came in for your honey then left with all of your oats

Right me back and my heart beats fast
Lift your eyes up start remembering our past
These times are stale can’t compare to a year ago, year ago
Wake me, bake me
Marijane she head change me
Same s**t we did last week
Raid the stash and it’s all caked up in hashish

feel my heart beat

prince maccabee
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Don’t wake me from this grass dream
Super Sativa top shelf
Smoke hard my choke myself
Roll spliffs in the studio where my hoes take and melt
Locked in the spitting cell
Coin trapped in the wishing well
Getting blazed put my time away
Find the highs I tried to save
Imma light it up later
And if the 5-0 roll up better toke up that vapor

Right me back so my heart beats fast
Lift your eyes up start remembering our past
These times are stale can’t compare to a year ago, year ago.

Feel my heart
Feel my heart
Feel my heart
Beat
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prince maccabee

Rookie @ the game
Play Like a veteran
Capital C, Jersey and a letterman
Getting wild like a problem child
Sittin on pounds when they let me out
Hit the piff, roach & the clip
Hippies trippin on my mushroom tip
& the girlies jumpin for it like a pogo stick
Domes automatic no manual shift
That’s just the life I live
You ain’t neva seen a flow nice like this
I’m just a kid with a whole bunch of vapor
Looking for a way I can take out you haters
& I don’t f**k wit a banker
I’m just looking for a way I can double up my paper
I’m papertamed
Don’t waste a single minute of my day away
Everyday’s the champagne of days
& my eyes just low cuz of all that haze
Like I sleep and drive
Doing 108 in a 85
Ain’t none of ya’ll stacking a stack
Riddle me that
Competition otta give me a challenge ta pass, I’m flippin wit spittin--
Giving hunny’s panic attacks
When I tell them I make more than they moms & dads
The world still loves me & the way that I rap
On a plane I go fast leave your timing on lag
I feel bad you don’t have what’s in my bag
Infinite plays you could learn a lesson from that
Still merkin the clerke for more work
Word serve till the birds chirp
All might all awake flow like cocaine
On some suicide s**t like Sadan Hussein Sadam Hussein

970ish
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All I care about is winnin, winnin, winnin
And this money that I’m spendin, spendin, spendin
I wanna win it all for you, all for you
Win it all for you baby

I may have hit rock bottom
Trust, I rushed it a lot
Now that freedom’s around
Bring my cuffs to the cop
Look how I strive for the spot
(look how I chop for the wood)
You can see what I mean
Read a verse from the book
Blowin trees no problem
Hope it end all of my drama
The new subies all black, call that Barack Obama
Really, how well could you beat me?
Why, in the word would you try?
I’m a champion forever, that’s just how I’m refined
That’s just how I was made, sneak a peek at my life
Take the chairlifts from me, best believe Imma hike
Imma sail the seven seas, push and peddle good vibes
Imma part of the movement till the day I resign
What is it that you need? You been a champ since thirteen
I’m done working for free
I’m tryin live like Charlie Sheen
I’m not happy I’m caged in
Humble, happy but patient
Forgive all my sinning
Take a look and you can tell that all I care about is
Winnin, winnin, winnin, and this money that I’m spendin, spendin
Spendin-I wanna wit it all for you, win it all for you, win 
It all for you baby
They say it’s easy to rate

prince maccabee

stats
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It’s harder to judge me
Ya’ll don’t understand
Ya’ll quickly to shove me
Push your foot in my vans
Imagine making a plan
Imagine you in the air
Imagine takin a chance
Imagine facin the best
Then imagine winnin the game
You have the will to succeed,
Now is when you’re wondering my name
Thank you for causing me trouble, thank you for giving me time
I’ve reflected my struggle
Thank you for changing my mind
You’ll be seeing me later
I’m a miracle maker
I refuse to lose, this what the Chi done made me
I put that on my momma, for pushin me harder
And when I think that I can
I envision me farther
I envision in gold
I envisioned this prior
If the world was perfect I could take you all higher
Ain’t you happy I made it
Hungry, happy, but patient
Forgive all my sinning
Take another look I know you can tell that
All I care about is winnin, winnin, winnin
And this money that I’m spendin, spendin, spendin
I wanna win it all for you, win it all for you
Win it all for you baby
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prince maccabee

I gotta back pack full of raps
And a knapsack of daps
Everytime I work the night life
Mic skills is so nice, flow like I’m 27
Livin like a legend
Already been to hell
& I’m lookin forward to heaven
I left my ashes in the wishing well
My sins in the county jail
180 days and no bail
Gots ta turn it 180 degrees before I’m left
Out cold where the snow fell
Windy city breeze
Moderation is key
What is it that you believe?
S**t, I believe in me…

believe that
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steven r. 

owning up

Sitting in this room with a bunch of people I don’t even know
tapping this pen, wondering which way I should go.
Do I tell them the truth, or do I make up all lies?
They don’t even know me, how do they know what I have to hige?
Lots of pain and regret, fear and sorrow, learning to speakout is my new 
way for tomorrow.
So I tell them the truth, lots of shame on the inside.
I did drink that beer, I did get that DUI.

So now I live my days in this 6x10 cell, knowing I did wrong. Just 
thankful I’m not going to hell. 
If these three ladies would of never came and spoke, I may still be in my 
cell, hiding in shame, no joke.
I owe it to them, for going out of their way.
They taught me how to speakout, and make for a better day.
Now I hold my head up. I can hold it up high, and put down this pen, 
cause it’s time to say goodbye.
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renee s. 

pink guitar

Playing music on Oak with Osh...
trying to make some pennies so we don't feel lost.

We're hungry.  We're tired. We're just plain weak,
but we keep on playin' cause we need a drink.

Living on these street can take its toll;
I'm still so young, but I feel so old.

But the music we play bring joy to others,
with heartfelt smiles from children and mothers.

One of these days me and Osh with be gone,
but the people we've played for will be left with our song.
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renee s. 

paper flowers

Paranoia...
wanting to hide,
the shame of the game
she keeps locked inside.

She covers herself in the darkness of night,
waiting for something...
but too weak to fight.

She hides in her head
to play in delight,
pretending she’s someone...
just maybe she might.

But here where it’s real
the sun still shines,
the smell of paper flowers
shatters her mind.

Falling...collapsing...gasping for air,
She’s been left behind...

Life is just not fair. 
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renee s. 
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renee s. 
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